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1. INTRODUCTION
The object of this thesis is to describe a simple method for the electronic
measurement of correlation functions of periodic Or random signals or of an
additive mixture of the two, The correlation function of a set of n time functions
{xJ/)}, k = I, 2, ' , " n, is defined as
M[x,(t - T,) X1(t - T1) , , . xo{t - To)],

where the operator M denotes the mean value
"l"

M[

]

=

lim (lIT)! [
T-CQ

1dr.

0

The integer n indicates the order of the correlation function, so tbat the case
n = 2 corresponds to a second-order correlation function.
The meaSuremcnt of seeond-ordcr correlation functions (auto-correlation
and cross-correlation) is important in many applications, for example in
radio astronomy, acoustics, seismology and in the investigation of linear systems. A correlator is also a useful instrument for analysing random processes,
hydrodynamic and aerodynamic turbulence, electroencephalograms, mechanical vibratiOnS and nuclear-reactor behaviour. It is also known that a correlation
or matched-filter receiver is an optimum receiver for detecting completely or
partially known signals in Gaussian noise, ,md bence the correlation detector
is of importance in certain communication receivers and in radar and sonar
recciver~,

Although the measurement of second-order correlation functions is more
important and better known, the measurement of higher-order correlation
functions is also of interest. These higher-order correlation functions are useful
in the analysis of certain non-linear problems in random processes t) such as
ocean waves, in the analysis of turbulence, and also in the measurement of the
Wiener kemels of a non-linear system 2).
The basic scheme of a serial-type correlator is shown in fig. 1. The n time
functions that are to be correlated are first delayed by amounts 'l\, T 2 , ••• ,
Tn; then the delayed signals are multiplied together and the product is integrated.
Another point of the con'elation function corresponding to a different set of
delays
T2, ... , To can be measured by adjusting the delay units to the

'1.

r
f"l(t-r,) ~(t-'i)x(t-$f
a

Fis, 1. A sorial measurement of a correlation function,

,····2-·,

new values and by emptying the integrator so that u. )lI;:W intcgrati()n time interval can be started. In this way the corrdu.tion function can he ~ysttmatically
evaluat.ed. This procedure 11l.ay demand a tNal ohservation time that is intolerably
long (N times the integnHiO)l timc required for one point, if N points have to
be measured). Such a serial measurement may be regarded as an unnecessary
loss in signal-to-noise ratio at the output of a correlatol', since in the same total
observation time the parallel rneasurement of t.he c()rreJation fundion will provide an intcgrMion time which is effectively N times longer than that in the ~erial
C<lse. A nother important ad vantage ofparalle1 measurement is that it enables one
to see how the correlation function is gradually evolving during the integration
time. The parallel mdhod of measurement is therefore often required, but. this
means that the number of delay units, multipliers u.nd integrators increase
proportionally with the number of points that hu.ve to be measllred. It is of
course also possible to use a conlbinat.ion of serial and parallel measurement.
It is seen, then, that a corrdator uSI;:~ delay unit~, multipliers and integrators,
and for paralld m~asuremcnt large numbers of these units are necessary. In order
to he practical thcflc units should be simple and inexpensive. For technological
reasons, however, they are usually cOlllplex and expensive. In the first place, it
is diflkuJt to build ,ieeuru.te delay lines with large numbers of taps, or to
huild a variable delay that can be used over a large time-delay interval. Usually
tape recorders or acoustical delay lines arc L1scd as delay devices. Second, it
is difficult to produce multipliers that are both accurate and simple and
combine a hHgl;: b,indwidth with a wide dynamic range. Third, only if the integration time is short, of the order of seconds or less, is it possibll;: to int.;:grate
the product signal by means of ,imple low-pa:;:; RC filters; for longer
integration times it i, dif!lc~dt (0 huild simple and precise integrators.
It is thus evident that the electronic measurement of correlation fUllctions in
aceordiLncc wi th the diverse mathematical operations is not. particularly attractive. We shall see, however, that the problen1 C,in be formulated in a different
way that overcomes to ,1 large extent the disadvantages mentioned.
Suppose that a procedure could be found that would, in a simple manner,
transform every input signal into a bivalent signal (fig. 2) in stich a way that the
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Fig. 2. The ttansfo,'mations have to be such tlla! the correlation function of the analos input
sign"ls is C'lIl,,1 or "pproximatcly equal to the corrd,,[iOn function of the
signa[3.

biv:~lc'H

output

-3correlation function of these bivalent signals is equal or approximately equal
to the correlation function of the original input signals. If such a transformation
weTe found, the technological problems would be greatly simplified, because all
the necessary operations could be performed by simple digital techniques_
Although an arbitrary bivalent signal cannot be delayed in a simple way,
samples derived from the bivalent signal can be delayed by means of a shift
register built with flip-flops. The fact that the bivalent signal has now zero crossings at equidistant time inte[vals is not necessarily a serious restriction. In most
cases it is sufficient that the correlatiOn function be measuTed for discrete values
of the delays, provided of course that the detaih of the required correlation
function aTe sufficiently preserved. At each flip-flop of the sequence in the shift
register a different delayed signal is present, and Can be tapped for simultaneouslyobtainingdifferentdelays. The multiplication of a number of bivalent signals
corresponds to a certain Boolean switching function and can be obtained with
simple standard digital circuitry,
Finally, by counting samples derived from the prOduct bivalent sigrai, very
long integration times can be realized without stability pwblems and overflow_
A digital s(l)ution of the problem also looks favourable when one considers thc
contempoTary and future possibilities of digital microcircuits_
Two solutions by means of transformation methods have been found independently by Veltman and Kwakernaak '), and by Jespers, Chu and FeU·
weis "). Both methods obtain the transformation by adding to each input signal
an auxiliary signal, after which the sign of each of these sums is determined
with an ideal haTd limiter, such that a bivalent signal results_ It has been
demon~trated by the authors mentioned that the auxiliary signals can be
realizations of two statistically independent random processEs_ For this reason
Veltman et aL use in the case of second,oTder correlation functions two
serks of integers that are realizations of two statistically independent random
processes, while Jespers et at. propose two random sawtooth signals that are
realizations of two statistically independent random processes, such that each
has a uniform pTobability-density function,
The method that will be outlined in this theSis is also based on auxiliary signals
for obtaining the transformation to bivalent signals_ However, these auxiliary
functions are systematic instead of random, and although they are functionally
connected, they are nevcrtheless in a certain SEnse mutually independent in a
finite time interval, regardless of time shifts between thcm_ )0 order to distinguish between this notion of independence and statistical independence of
random processes, the former will be called "shift-invariant independence".
In chapter 2 it is explained what "shift-invariant independent" functions are
and how they can be used for measuring Correlation functions_ Bivalent Rade.
macher functions that Can be generated with a. binary counter fed with a train
of cquidistant pulses are mentioned as an example of a set of "shift-invariant

-4independent" functions. From thes~ Rademacher functions, functions of
more than two levels can be built and used as auxiliary sigmtls.
In chapter 3 an example will be given to show that the output signal-ta-noise
ratio of a correlatar based on "shift-invariant independent" allxiliary signals is
larger than one t.hat uses realizations of statistically independent random
proecsses as auxiliary signals. The example deals with the detection of a stochastic signal in noise and ha~ been chOSEn SO that different con-dator types can
be compared in terms of their output signal-to-noise ratio. The correlator types
considered arc the "analog correlator", the "polarity-coincidence correlator",
the "relay correlator" and the already mentioned cQrrdators based on the
use of auxiliary sign<lIs. The nomendature regarding correlators will b<: exp\<l.incd in chapt<:r 3.
Another advantage of the proposed C(lrrelation method is that by simply
introducing t.he auxiliary functions, any existing "polarity-coincidence correlator" can bt; utilized for measuring the real and undistorted correlation functions of signals.

-52. SHIFT-INVARIANT INDEPENDENT FUNCTIONS
2.1. Distribution functions oftime functions
Let/(t) be a bounded time function defined in the interval (0, T). We denote by

{t :l(t) > a}
the set of points t in (0, T), whcrc f(t) > a.
In the same manner sets of points

{t :f(t)

~~

a}

{t :f(t)

Or

=

a}

{t: az <f(t) < ad,

or

etc. can be defined.
The characteristic function of a set is unity for those points belonging to the
set and zero elsewhere. Thus the characteristic function of the set

{t :f(t) >- a}.
is

UU(t) - a},
where U(x) is the unit step function defined as

U(x)

{I,0,

=

x> 0,
x~;';;

o.

T

If the Riemann integral

J VU(r) -

a} dl exists, the set {t : f(t)

o

> a}

is said

n,

to bc Riemann-measurable in the interval (0,
and its Riemann measure is
precisely that integral. The Riemann measure of the set {t J(t) > a} will be
denoted by
T

p,{t :f(r) > a}

=

f

VU(t) - a} dt.

o

Thus the Riemann measure of the set {t JU) > a} shown in fig. 3 is the sum
of the lengths of the intervals for which f(t) >- a:

f'{t :f(t)

> a}

=

(t2 ~ t 1)

+ (T-

(3)'

Not all sets are Riemann-measurable, and in that case the notion of Lebesgue
measurability can sometimes be employed. However, all sets derived from physiC;tl!y realizable time functions ;l.(1;) Riemann-measurable, and only thcs~ will
be considered henceforth. If

-6-

Pig. 3. The measure of the set (t ;f(t) ;:. a).

are two 5ctS in the interval (0, T), we denote by

{t :/1(1) :> ai' /2(r) <. a,}
the set of all

t'~

in (0, 1) that belong simultaneously to

{t :f[ (I) .>

ad

and

{I: fJr) < a 2 }·

Such a set is called the intersection of the two sct5. l'he characteristic function
of the set

{t :/\(/»

a" /2(r) <. a,},

being the function that i~ unity only if both /, (I) .> a 1 und .lit) <: a2 ,11ld is Lero
elsewhere, is by inspection

uU,(t) - od U{a, -fit)},
where U {/,(t) - OJ} and U{a, -/~(t)} are respectively the chanlcteristic
functions of the seb

{I :l,(t):> ad

and

{t :/2(t) < a2}.

Hence the measure of t\1<: set

IS
T

f-l{1 :/1(/)

> a,,/,(t) < a2}

~

f

UU',(t)- a j

}

U{a2 -.fz(t)} dt.

Q

The notation extends in an obviou~ way to any 1111ite number of these sets that
a.re Riemann-measuruble.
The distribution function F/a) of the time function f(r) in the interval (0, T)
is defined as
fl(a) :.:. (IJT)f-l{1 :/(t) < a}.
Thus FAa) i, a monotonically non-decrea~ing function, where F,.(-oo) :- 0,
and FAw) = I. From the definition of the distribution functions it [oJlows
il1lmediately that

-7(l/n",{t :.f(t) ;« a}

=

1 - FAa)

and

A distribution function is always continuous to the left because *)
FI(a!) - FtCal - 0)

'"-=

lim (lIT) #{t : at - h <,J(t) < ad

=

O.

h-+O

If FtCaj + 0) = rial), then the distribution function is continuous at
a = a, ; otherwise, it has a discontinuity at a = al (fig. 4), with the saltus

+1

Ffrp)

!'f(lJt+O)

L __ _

Fidpf-O) ---"":

I
I

I

o
Fig. 4. An example of a

al--(t
di~tributi<)n

f\lncti<;m.

The distribution function of a time function of infinite duration is simply
lim (l/T)#{t :f(t)

< a} =

(0, co).

FAa),

A periodic time function with a period T has exactly the same distribution
function in the interval (0, T) as in an infinitely long interval (0, co).
The joint distribution function of n time functions f,(t), /2(/), ... , I.(t) in
the interval (0, T) is defined as
FIt' 'l' .. "

'n (ai' al, . , " a.) = (l/T).u{r :f)(t) < a

j , •• •

,f.(I)

<

a,,}.

If an infinite time interval is used, a joint distribution function can be defined
in the same manner as has already been done for a single distribution function.
2.2. Independence of fWlctions

2.2.1. Finite interval
Consider n time functions

!,(t),[1(t), .. . ,f,,(t)
in the interval (0, T) .
• ) For positive h approaching zero, the half-open interval La 1
because it does not contain" I'

-

h,

a,) is void in the limit

-8·.,,"

Definition I
The set of n time function {f,(t)} with i"""' 1,2, ... ,
haus-independent in the interval (0, T) jf

II

will be called Stein,

It:.= 1

for all valucs of a" ... , all; or alternatively, if
Ffl"

.. , ,"" (a 10

••• ,

a/,) '--' Ff1 (a j )F,,(a2) . . ,Ff,/an ).

(2.1)

In plain word3, the joint distribution function or the set of n time functions
U~(t)} in the int.crval (0, 1) i~ cqual to the product of the individual distribution functions.
To distinguish between this notion of independcnce and statiMical independence the former will be called "Steinhaus independence" after H. Steinhaus
who first considered this kind of independence in his paper "Sur Ja probabilite
de Ia convergence de series" ~). Together with Kac he devdoped and studied
lhe propertjc~ of this concept of independence in a number of papers entitled
"Sm les f"onClions indepcndantes" ~) that wen; published over a period of years
in "Studia Mathematica". Since statistical independence is also formulated in
terms of dbtributiol1 functions of random variables, on(; can see th(; similarity
between the two concepts of independencc.
Theorem 1 *)

Let /, (t) ,md /,(1) be two bounded time functions in the interval (0, T), If
the bounded functions /, (I) and j~(!) nre Steinha.us-independent in the interval (0, T) th(;n
1"

1"

T

(lIT) J/,k{t)/ii(l) dl ~ (lIT) J/,k(t) dt. (liT) /.12'(1) dt

(2.2)

o

o

for all positive integers k and /, The reverse is also true.
Proof:
Let til 1 < /1 (I) < M j and in2 <./,.(1) <: M~. Acconling to the definition of
Steinhaus independcnce we have
(IIT)p.{t :/,(1) ,..:: a,,/~(t) <a 2} "-' (ljT)f.l{t :f1(1) < a, }(l/T),..{( :/2(1) < a,}
and thus it follows lh(it
MI M2

(111')

J /
lIT I

M

=

p{t :/,(t) <:~ ai'

lit) < a,} a1 ka /

da,

dU2 =

"'2

z

(ljT).r Il{t

M.
fl{t :/2(1)

:/,«() ,.::: a }a/ da 1 • (lIT) /
j

<

*) i\. sjmilar theorem was proved ill a dilferCllt way by Kac 7).

a,}a2 i da 2

(2.3)

-9with k, I = 0, I, 2, .. , ,
The characteristic functions of the individual sets

are respectively

Hence the characteristic function of the intersection set

is

Inserting the characteristic functions in eq. (2.3) gives
MI M'1.

(lIT) f

T

J a/a,1 da~ da z J U{a 1 -f,(e)} U{a1 -

f.(t)} dt =

1111 ml

MI

M:2.:r

l'

= [(lIT) J a1kda l J U{a r m,

o

fJt)} dtl [(1/T) J a/daz J U{a2 - Nt)} dt], (2.4)
o

"2

where all integrals have a finite value, Interchanging the order of integration
in cq. (2.4) yields
T

""

(ljT) J dt {

T

Ml

Ja/da, J a,'da z }

=:;

(1jP){

M,

T

M

z

Jdt J a/da]}{ Jdt J a 2 1dad

or

~ J[M{~~ N+ l(t)J [Mz'+ , _f2'+ l~~)J de =
k+1

To

k+l

= ~ ',.

pi
o

[M
k

/+1

/+1

k
1 + , _ f,H 1(t)]

+I

k

+I

dt l' [M/+ I _ jiI+ 1(:)J dr.

J

0

I

+I

I

+I

(2.5)

Now eq. (2.5) is equivalent to
T

T

1"

(l/T) ff,k+ '(t)N+ I(t) dt """ CljT2) ff,k+ let) dt JN+ let) dt
o
0
()

for

k ~ 1= 0, 1,2, ....

(2.6)

This completes the proof of the first part of the theorem. The proof of the
second part is as follows. If eq. (2.6) holds, eq. (2.3) holds too. The only thing

-10left t.o be proved then is that if eq. (2.3) is valid for k, I ~"O, I, 2, .. , then the
functions!, (I) and /2(1) must be Steinhaus-independent in the interval (0, T).
Now eq. (2.3) can also be written as
MI

M:2

/ al~da,

f

il l

/da 2 {Ff"f/a p a l ) - Ff ,(a/)Fr, (a2)} --::: (t

By using the well-known fact that if
M,

f

)(1<

f(x) dx

=

0

'"
< x < M L, we ob"

for all non-negative integers k, then f(x) =. 0 for m,
tain
I>1z

f

a,' da;, {Ff,.h(a

"

a,l -

Ff,(adFr,(a,)}

=:0

0

and by using the same procedure ag<iin we have

/·>,.h (at, az) -

!'>,(a,)Ff 'l(a2)

0

=

and hence the functions .l'1(t) and f,U) are Steinhaus-independent. This completes the proof of the theorem.
A simple although not very interesting example of Steinhaus-independent
functions Me tW() constant time functions fl(l) = c" ./2(/) ~ C;>.' In the next
~cction a more interesting and useful set of Steinhaus-independent functiolls
will be given.
I n general thc set of 11 functiuns {flU)}, i - I , 2, ... , 11 .is Steinhaus-independent in the interv,ll (0, T) if and ollly jf
T

11

(liT) /.//1(1).//2(1) .. _j~'n(t) dt - (liP) TI
,~ .. I
o

T

I//'(r) dt

('2.7)

()

for all positive integers k /' ' .. , k", The proof is similar to that given for two
functions.
There i:; also a .-nore specific notion ()f independence of functions in a finit<'
interval which, as far as the author knows, has been unnoticed, and which is of
practical as well <is theoretical interest.
Considc;:r the set of n functions {flU + '1: 1)}, i ~ 1, 2, ... , n defined for
-co <: t <: CIJ, where r" ' , "
<ire arbitrary fixed shins,

'n

Definition 2
The set of n functions {.fl(l)}, i = l, 2, ... , n will be called "shill-invariant
independent" in the interval (0, T) if

-11-

~ (lIP)

TI .u{t ;1.;(t -I- ,.,) < a.,}

(2.8)

,"$;;;;1

for all value~ of ai' ... , a. and T 1, •.. , Tn' Thus if the n functions arc "$hift~
invariant independent", they are certainly Sleinhal!~-independent, although
the converse does not have to be true.
Theorem 2
The set of functions {f/t)}, i = 1, 2, ... , n is "shit't·invariant independent"
in the interval (0, T) if and only if
T n T

(IIT)! Nr(!

+ T,) . . .//"(! + T,,) dt =

o

(lIP) TI
~=

/1/'(1 -I- tJ dt

(2.9)

1 0

for every value of T" ... , t'll and all positive integers Ie 10 ••• , k •.
The proof of this theorem is similar to that of theorem I.
2.2.2. Infinite inlerFa!

Two functions 1\ (I) and
infinite interval 8) (0, co) if

1;(t) will be

called Steinhaus-independent in the

T-+~i;

for all values of a, and a z .
Two functions fl(t) and /2(t) will be called "shift-invariant independent" in
the infinite interval jf
lim (1/T)p{1 :1,(1)
=

<

[lim (l/T)p{r :/,(r)

eI"

I~(I

< a,}]

+ T) < ad =

[lim (IJT)p{t :/2(t)

< a,l]

(2.10)

for all values of at. a2 and t',
In the ~amc sense Steinhaus independence or "shift-invariant independence"
in the infinite interval (0, co) of mOr~ than two functions can be defined.
Definition 3
We say that a time function/,(t) does not contllin periodic components that
are commensurable with the period To if for any periodic time function fit)
of period To we have

-12-

where the operator M denotes the mean value
~[

M[

]

=

lim (1/T).f[

] dr.

(2.12)

By Fourier expansion of the periodic function/i(t) Olle ean show thal necessary
and sufficient conditions for (2.11) tq be true for every periodic /1(t) with a
period To, are:

°

M(f, (I) ~~, (2nkrITo)] --,

for all integers k.

(2.13)

Theorem 3

If the time function /,(1) is such that l,k(r) for any non-negative integer k
does Il!.,t contain periods that are commensurable with thc period t l) of a
periodic time function /1(1), then flU) and li(t) arc "shift·invariant independent" in the interval (0, 1Xl).
Proof:
Using theorem 2 for an infinite interval it is sufficient to prove that

M[f!'(t)i2'(t -I- 0)]

=

M[//(t)J M[f/(t)].

Taking into account definition 3 given by (2.11), we see that (2.14) will bc truc
since 1-."(t). for every non-negative integer k does not contain any component
with n pl;:riod that is commensurable with To.
Thus two periodic sawtooth sigllalsf,(t) andfi(t) that have incommensurable
periods and the same amplitude A an; "shirt-invariant independent" in an
inftnitc interval. A consequence
thc ''>hift-invariant independence" in an
infinite interval can be illu,tratcd vi~ually. Let one sawtooth signal be applied
to the hori7.on(.,!I-dcncction input of an oscilloscope and the other sawtooth
signal to the vertical-deflection input.
The tnljeetory or the electron beam on the screen will be bounded by the
sq ua re (fig. 5)
-A < /, (I) <: A and-A < j~(t) < A.

or

The fraction of(ime ror which/,(t)

Ff,(a) =

< a

is

;/ + a

-2,1""

(0, <;0)

,md for which /1(1) <: b is

.+

A
b2
F". 1.(b,) ~ - 2A
--,

(0, co) .

-13-

A

Fig. 5. The area (large square with sides of length 2 A) travcr~cd On an OS~illos~ope s~r~en
when two pcriodk mutllally incommensmable sawtooth signals with "mplitude~ A arc applied
10 the hOri~ontill- and vertical-deflection inPllts.

Sine.;: flU) and f2(r) are "shift-invariant independent" in the intt:rval (0, GO),
they are also Steinhaus-independent in tbat interval, and thus we have
F

+

hI"

+

(A
a)(A
b)
(a b) - --~-(2A):l

(2.15)

Th.;:r.;:!"or.;: th.;: aVl;:ragl;: intl;:nsity over an infinite time of the squar.;: On the screen
shown in fig. 5 will bc uniform. This uniform illumination is invariant with
respect to time shifts between the sawtooth signals.
Theorem 4

If the bounded functions/l(t) and/it) are
the infinite intt:rval (0,00), then

M[ ~~, {fi(f)} ~~, (Mt

"~hift"invariant

independent" in

+ ,)}] = M[ ~~~ {fl(t)}] M[ ~~ (f2(t"'"

,)}]

for all valut:$ of '/:.
A proof will only be given for the cosine combinations since the proofs for
the other three combinations are similar.
Proof:
Because

, I

cos {f1(t)} '"-

//"(t)

(-1)" - (2n)!

11=0

and
cos U~(t

+ ,)} =

I

("_I)'"

//"'(1 + ,)
(2m)!

,

-14we can write
M[cos Ui(t)} co<; U~(t

+ t)}J~ M

t)]

[I I
~I"-O

j"2"(t)j'""'(/ +
(-lrm _'i _ , ,.,,-'~---(2n)!(2m)!

m=O

,

(2,16)

Interchange of the ordcr of integration and summation yields

M[c(ls {f,U)} cos {/z(t I r)}] -

II
"=0

(_1)"+'"

- , ' -- M[f,2"(t)//m(t
(2n) !(2m) 1

",,,0

+ "t)].
(2,17)

'

Since it is ,\ssumed that/,et) andti(l) are "shift-inv,Lriant independent." in the
infinite interval (0, co), WI;: obtain

M[cos {fi(f)} cos {,t;(t

+ "t)}] ,,-,

II
n=O

< M[fl:>"(t)] M[J/"'(t IT)]

=

(_I)"+m
,
'I' x
(2n) ,(2m),

m-~)

M[cos {fl(f)}] M[cos

U2(T1 T)}J,

(2.[8)

2.3. Toe Rademacher function set
The following

~et

of

function~

r,,(1) - sgn

was first introduced and studied by Rade-

211nt)} ,
{sin ( T--;

n

=

1,2,:l"",

(2,19)

where the index n denotes the nth Rademacher funeLion. I'lere thl;: sgn symbol
stands for the Latin word signum (sign) and sgn x is deJl.ned tiS

I x > 0,
sgn x -

{ _ 0 ~: 0,
J '~'" 0.

(2.20)

The first four Rademacher j\l!1ctions are drawll in fig. 6. This set of functions
has very important and interesting matllematical properties, which have been
ext.cnsively discussed in the mathematical literature 9- i2). Everyone who is
familiar with digiLal technjque,~ will recognize in the Radeillachcr functions the
signal ~hapes emerging from the different flip-flops in a binary counter lhat is
fed with a seq Lienee of .;:quidistant pulsc~, The rather simple way in which
t.h.;:~e Rademacher funcLion$ can be generated and addcd lo construct signals of
more than two leyels, and the useful mathemalical properties of this set of
functions, make them of practical interest. We shall discuss here only a few of
the more important matheillatical properties of Lhis set of functions.

-15+1

+1

--+

o

Fig. 6. The first four

Rad~macher

functions.

For our purposes, the following properties will be sufficient. A Rademacher
function is a periodic function: 'n(t) has a period T,,/2"-1, hence

where k is an integer. The values of r,,(t) at t = t, and half a period later at
t = t! + ToIZ" an': of opposite sign. Thus we have

(2.21)
Except for the transition instants, we have
r,,2k(t) =: I
, for every non.negalive integer k
and
r/~'I' let) == r,,(I) , for every non-negative integer k.
Thus
TO

(l/To)

J I'/"(t) =

(2.22)

1

o

and
To

(liTo)

f r,,2k+ l(t)

"-=

0.

(2.23)

fJ," .• ,

(2.24)

o

By inspection it follows that
Tu

(l/To)

J rit)r met) dt =
()

where ClIO," is Kronecker's symbol. Therefore the set of Rademacher functions
is orthonormal. However, the set is not complete, i.e. not every periodic function with a period To can be expanded into a series of Rademacher functions.

-16A ,imple example to illustrate this is the function sin (21ft/To). Suppose that
an expansion exists, then the nth coefficient of the expan~ion i~
TU

(liTo)

J rn(t) sin (2M/To) dt.

o

On Iy the first coefficient (n ~ 1) has a value different from zero. Therefore the
,inc function cannot be developed into a series of Rademacher functions.
Steinhau, I!.! 'l) has shown t.hat the Rademacher functions satisfy the conditions for Steinhaus independence in the interval (0, To). Thus, if we take an
arbitrary subset of Radcmilcher functions

we have

~"'

(I/To")

n

ft{t : rup(t) < Q,,},

kI

< k z <. ... <. k",

(2.25)

t'-hl

This fact will be seen when it is proved that the Rademacher function ~ct
is a "shirt-invariant independent" function sct, and therd'ore also Steinhausindependent.
The fact that the Rademacher functions arc Steinhaus-independent can also
be made clear in a somewhat different way. Suppo~e it 11015 been observed that
at a certain undetermined instant a particular Rademacher function is 1. Then
this information gives no indication concerning the values of the other Rademacher functions at that same instant. In other word:;, the uncertainty concerning th.;: values of all t.he ot.her Rad.;:rnach.;:r functions at that instant is the same,
reg,lrdk~8 of whether or not the value of a particular Rademacher function at
that instant i~ known.
Lemma
If k I, . . . , k" arc n distind positive integers, such that k t <: k2 <: ___ <. len'
and If T!, 1'2, . . . , Tn is a set of arbitrary time shirts, then
T{)

J r,,(t .+. Tlh,(t + '0)' .. r.,,(1 + Tn) dt cc_ O.
o

Proof:
Since thc runCli()n rkt(t
1'1)'" r,"(r -1. 'til) has a p.;:riod To!2",-l, the lefthand ~ide of (2.26) can be written

+

-17To/2k, - ,

'''0

f

r.,{t

+ Td ... rk.(t + '1:,) dl =

2k ,-1

(>

f

rkJtl"

'7: 1), ••

r~,,(t

+ "t/J) dr =

0

"'DI'~l

=2",-1[

1

TOn Kl - 1

r./t+rd""k.(t+,.)dl+

o

Substituting the new v;j.,jabk It

=

TOll"
j )

•••

r,,.(t

+

T/J)

dt

r",(t+"tI)""kn(t+T.)dt).
(2.27)

t - Tu/2k, in the last integral of (2.27) yields

7'0

J r.,(t + '7:

1

"'ul i"

= 2kl - 1 [ f

o

rl<,(t

+ <,) ... r•• (t + on) dt +

0
TOll"'

+ 1

fk,(t'

+ "tl + To/2") . .. rk/J(t' + '. + To/Z"') dl'l.

(2.28)

o

According to eq. (2.21) we have
(2.29)

Because the Rademacher functions are periodic we have also

(2.30)

After insertion of (2.29) and the equations given by (2.30) in (2.Z8) we obtain
To

.r

rk,(t -I-

'f.J) •..

rk,,(t

+ T.) dt =

o

(2.31)

Tu/2"

TullO,

2<,-1[1 r.,U+r,) ... f.,,(t+rn)dt-! f.,(t' + "t,) .. .rdt'+T.)dt'j=O.
o

0

Theorem 5
The set or any subset of the Rademacher functions is a "shift-invariant
independent" set in the interval (0, To). Thus

(I/To)p.{t; r.,(t
=

(liTo")

+ T,) < aJ> ... , rdt + T/J) < an}

IT rU{t : r.,(1 + TJ < a,},
.~=

where kl <: k2 <: ...

< k •.

J

=

-18Proof:
According to theorem 2 it

i~

necessary and sufficient to prove tInt!
n

1'0

(111~)

J r","'(t -I-

T,) - - - I'k/"(t

--I- ,,,) dl

(1ITo")

=

Q

Tu

Il f
.0; ...

I

/'k.,"'(tl to') dl (2,32)

'0

for all positive integers p" , . " p" and for arbitrary time shifts '" ... ,1'".
Suppo~~lir:;t that the positive integers P!, ___ , p" are ,111 even integers. In
that case the left· hand side of eq. (2.32) is, because

equal to
TO

(liTo)

f

dt ~ I.

o

The right-hand side of eq_ (2.32), due to the use of eg. (2.22) has likewise the
value I.
Secondly, in the case for which the sequence PI' Pl, ... , p" docs contain odd
integers, the left·hand side of eg_ (2.32) can, because

be written
To

(I/To)fl'k,{t 1 ':1)---1'/,,,(1 I t,,)dr,
o

where the Rademacher functions which havc an CvCn powcr are no longer
present. According to the lemma this integral equals zero. Since in the second
case at least one of the integers p/, P2' ___ , P. has to be an odd integer, it
follows that at least one of the integrals
7'(J

TO

J r ,,"I(I-I- ,,)dl, ... , I '",.""(/ -Il

<)

ha~

'") dl.

n

to be ;:ero. Hence the right-h'lnd ~ide of cq. (2.32) i:; 7ero in the second case_
A consequence of lhe faClthatlwo Rademacher functions r,(I) and r,(r) are
"shift-invariant independent" can also be made clear by means of the following
experiment. Put the signal f)(t) on the horizontal-, and rz(t) on the verticaldeflection plate of an oscilloscope, Then the luminosity (measure) in a time
interval Tv of each or the four points lying on the vertices of a square is 1/4
of the total luminosity of the screen and invariant for tim.:: shirts betwecn the
runeti(l11S rl(t) and r2(t). More generally, \in n·dimensional screen would
show an n-dimension,lI cube if n different Rademacher fLlnctions were used,

-19and each vertex would have an invariant luminosity measure (l/2n) of the total
luminosity,

2.4. Linear combinations of Rademacher functiOJlS
Consider the linear combination

(2.33)
The CLlnctionf(t) is a multilevelled function. The position and number of these
levels depend on the values of the coefficicnts ai, .. " an and on the values of
the delays T.
A gcneral expression for the distribution function of a linear combination in
the interval To will now be evaluated:

TO

=

(l/To)

J U{a -. alrk,(tl

,d -, , ,- anrkJt

+ "til)} dl.

(2.34)

o
Now we substitute U(x) = (l
sgn x)/2 in eq. (2.34). The fact that this is
not correct for x = 0, because U(O) = 0, but (1 + sgn 0)/2 = 1/2 simply
implies that the values obtained for Fia) will be incorrect at the points where
the distribution function is discontinuous. Since this does not change the
distribution function, we may safely write
To

FAa)

=

1/2

+ (1/2To) J sgn {a -

ajrk,(T

+ "t,) . .. -

a,ldt

+ Tn)} dt.

(2.35)

o

By using the well-known Dirichlet e)(pl'ession

sgnx = -

I

1t

JOO
-«J

sin (XiX)
---dl'i

(2.36)

I'i

and after interchanging the order of integration in eq. (2.35) we obtain;

The sine function can be expanded in a finite series of sine and cosine functions.

-20A term qf the series is e.g.
sin {lXa} cos {lXa,fk,(t·1 tIl} sin {o:a2fk,,(t

+ T.2)}·

. sin {o:a,"·t,,(t

+

Tn)}.

Now by using
sin {Gl.ar.(t

+ T.)}

~ r.(t

-I t,.) sin (rxa)

and

(2.38)

the mean value of each term of the series in the interval (0, To) which includes at least one sine function with a Rademacher function as argument is zero
bec,\u~c, according to the lemma, we have
l"i)

(liTo)

J

r.J(t

+

T,) ... ".,,(1

-+

Tnl dr ,.: 0,

provided the k I, ... , k n arC all different. The only term that consists completely of cosine functions with Rademacher funct.ions as arguments is
~in (rxa)

IT
~':-

(2.39)

cos {(o:aJr./t -I- tJ}.

1

Writing
cos {rxar.(tl

Tn - cos(aa),

thereby disregnrding as unimportant the fact that this equation is not true in
Lhc LimC points for which rl.(l 1 7.") ~ 0, we obtain finally for eq. (2.37):
I
FAa)-' - I

2

I

'" sin (o:a) ".
.- ( - - cos (ow,) dec

2,,·

-:1)

II

IY.,=,

(2.40)

As could have been expected from the "shift-invariant. independence" of the
Rademacher set, the distribution function of a linear combination in the internl (0,1\,) is invariant. with respect to the values of the shifts t" '" ... ,
It can further be concluded from eq. (2.40) thaL the distribution function
depends only on Lhc number of Rademacher funclions that are used ,1I1d not on
the prccisc choiee of the 17 Radem,lcher functions. An alternative way ()f writing
eq. (2.40) is

'n.

I
I (w sin (r.r:a) ._,
Fr(a)- - I ..._-- [L:cos {1X(al

2

2,,·

where the sum

-1(1

IX

2"-'

con~ists

± a 2 ± a~ . ..

-I.~

an)}] dc<,

of2"-' cosine terms with arguments a, I.· a2 . ..

(2.41)

± a",

-21-

We can also write:
(2.42)

where the sum consists of 2" signum tCrmS with arguments a
:..L an.
The discontinuities are determined by the 2" values

+ az + a3 + .. .

a'

=

a"

= u, + a2

al

-I- u.

+ .. .

± aj ±

a z ...

+ an _ + a".
+ a"_l - an,
1

In general there are 2" different values of PI a where a discontinuity occurs, all
with a saltus 1/2". From these 2" values it follows that where the distribution
function has a discontinuity, only n different values can be choscn arbitrarily;
the remaining (2n-n) values are thereby determined. Hence an arbitrary distribution fUnction cannot be realized with linear combinations of Rademacher
functions. If N values coincide at the discontinuity, we have a discontinuity
with a larger saltus NI2".
The distribution function for the case

a,

=

1/2, az

=

1/4, ... , a"

=

1/2"

will now be evaluated. This case yields an interesting distributicm function that
will be Llsed in subsequent parts of this thesis.
Inserting the above coefficicnt~ in eg. (2.42) yields
11

p=2 _1

FAa)

'-=

~2 + _1_
V
2"+1 L...

sgn(a

+

!!)

2-;' ,

(2.43)

where the sum is taken over all odd integers running from -(2" - I) to (2" - I).
As an example the distribution function for n = 3 is drawn in fig, 7.
Consider next two combinations /, (t) and Ii t) that have nO commOn Rademacher function. For example, fiU) consists only of Rademacher functions
with an odd rank number, whereas f2(t) would consist only of Rademacher
functions with an even rank number. Generally, however, we have
(2.44)

-- 22-

-1'&

-~18

-5(8

-Va 0 Va 'Ia '18 78

_

a

Fig_ 7_ The distribution fundion of the linca'- combination (lr Rauem,\cllCl" (\lnc1.il'n,:

.f(O =., -hY) -I--h/ t ) -! .!r.,(I),
1h~ l\ll1k

whtr,,:;

numbers 1<1'

:,1nd k., arc di!-;lind.

k,,1:

and

.fiU) ~-"- h,r,,(1) -I b2 r,pJ 1 - - - +- h"l,,,/I),
where all rank numbers k I,

___ ,

(2.45)

k", 1], ... , I,,, are different.

Theorem 6
The set of two linear combin,,(.ionf: ()f Rademacher functions /](1) and /2(1)
is "shift-invariant independent" if they have no common Rademacher function,
Proof:

Using theorem 2 it is sunlcicnt tll prove that
1'0

T()

(liTo)

J !/(t)//(i -:- 1') df- (l/To) f

To

f/(I) dl . (1/1(,) I .fi'(t

o

-j

T.) dt,

(2.46)

(>

provided that the two combinations have no C0l1111lon Rademacher function_
Writ.e II k(t) as a finite series of terms where the general tem1 i~ or the form
1'"

,x '(I) 1'.,-"(1), , , r",:'''(t)

and the n(ln-negative integer~ xl> x 7_, ••• , x. have the slim k. In the sam!':
way //(1 +- -r.) C;ln he wrillCn as a series of tcrm~ where the genl;:ral term is
I'I,-'.(t

1-

T) r,/2(t

+- -r) .. . fl",'m(r +- T)

and the nOlH1cgativc integers y" Y2, ___ , y", have the sum /, Thus the left-hand
side of eq_ (2.46) can be written <I~ the SLIm of a finite number of terms of the
form
'to

(1(1',,)

I

rk,X'(t) - __ I'",x"(t)rl,"l(t -I ,) ___ I'",,""(i --I- -r) dr.

o

Each of these terms on the left-lwnd side of eq, (2.46) corresponds with on!':
term on lhe right-hand side or eq. (2.46) that can be represented by
'1'0

(liTo)

T(,

I r.,,-.(t) - - - rk"X"(I)dl, (I/To) f
o

1'1,"'(t --I- 1')",

I',,,/"'U

+- -r) dl.

-23N()w, if we can prove that
To

(liTo)

f

rk,X'(t) . .. rk,,~"(t) rlln(t

+ 7:) ... rlm, ..(t + 7:) dt =

o
1'0

=

(lITo)

Tu

J ""1 XI(t) . .. (./,,(t) dt . (1ITa) J rl/ ' (t -I ,) ... rlm~m(t + ,) dt, (2-47)
o

I)

provided all the rank nl,lmb';:l"$ k j , k 2 , . . . , k", /J, ... , I", are different, then
this is a sufficient condition for eq. (2.46) to be true. That eq. (2.47) is valid
follows immediately from theorem 5. which stated that the Rademacher functions arc "shift-invariant independent". In general, a number of linear combinations are "shift-invariant independent" if they have no common Rademacher functions. A'lineaT combination of Rademacher functions

= a,r.,(t) -I

fl(t)

.... !. a"rk,,(t)

can be generated electronically by weighting the outputs of the corresponding
flip-flops of a binary counter (fed with a pulse train) with the weights a" a2,
... , an by means of resistors, after which the weighted Rademacher functions
are added. Consider now the case for which the coefficient:; of the two linear
combinations f,(t) and fit) given by eqs (2.44) and (2.45) are

a,

=

b,

~

1/2,

b2

a2 =

1/4,

=

a3 =

b3

=

1/8.

Let the signalsfj(t) andj~(t) again be the respective input signals of the horizontal- and vertical-deflection plates of an oscilloscope. The display will show a
regular lattice of 64 points (fig. 8). The luminosity or measun: (in a time inter-

t
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"
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Fig. 8. The re.ul! of the signals k2(1) -1- ·;\-r4(1)
*r(,(t) and !r.(t)
-i·r.,v)
~r5(t) on
os~ilIoscope screen if the two signals are respectively applied to the horizontal· and vertical-deflection inp\lts. All points have equal luminosity.

an

- 24-val To or any multiple of this interval) that belongs to each of the 64 points is
1./64th Qf the total luminosity or the screen in that same time interval. Since
the two comhiMtions are "shift-invariant independent", the lurnillosity or
measure if, invariant with respect to time shifts, The R<~demaeher functions and
linear combinations of them are by no means the {mly functions that belong to
the class of "shift-invariant independent" functions. However, the Rademacher
functions have heen chosen because they turn out to be very useful in practiee_
for example, the periodic functions (period To) fl(t) and f-.{t) drawn in fig, 9
are also "shift-inv<iriant independcnt" _ This can be seen by using the same
test as waS used in sec, 2,3, where it was shown that the Rademacher fundions
ilre Steinhaus-independent_
+1
~(t)

-1

+/

_____ ..__ .. _-. _.. __ '19_______ _
Pig. 9. An example of two "shift·invariant iI]Ocpcn(!cnt" periodic functions each COnsisting
of lhr'ee levels.

First,fr (I) and fAt) must be Steinhaus.independent in order to be also "shifti Iw<tri,tI1t independcnt". 1.f now it is given that II (t) = I at an undetermined
instant, this information does not make it easier to decide what fit)
is at that same il1~t<il1t. [n other words, the uncert<-Linty associated with
guessing the amplitude ()f(,(t) at an undetermined instant is the same whether
Or not thc amplitude of/,(/) at. t.hat samC instant is given, This remains valid
if/~(t) is shifted by ,1Il arbitrary amount, becau~1;: the time during which e,g,
Ir (I) , , [ <.I11d f2(l) = () remains 1/9 of the total period 1'0' With this jn mind
it is not difficult to const.ruct a set of sueh signals with an arbitrary number of
levels that are "shift-invariant independent".
Up to now only diseret~-amplilude signals have becn con~idered, but one
periodic discrete-amplitude signal and another continuous signal can also be
"shift-invari<ll1\. independent". In fig, 10 an example is given in whichf2(t) may
he of arbitrary shape during the period t To. It is impossible, however, to find
two physically re,~li7.abk time functionsIr(t) <.I11dj~(t) that are both continuous
and Steinhaus-independent in a finite timc interval. This can be made clear
by means of the following mawning. Suppose that two functions Ir (t) and
(2(1) exist that are continuous and Steinhaus-independent in a. finite interval.
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fj(t)

-1

Ht)

J......-----

-....:79"------ --_.--------..

Fig. 10. An example of a discrete and a continuous periodic function which are shift· invariant
indepetldent.
Consider a certain value off, (t) among the infinite number of possible values.
Since it is assumed thatf, (f) andf2(f) are Steinhaus-independent, all the infinite
number of amplitudes of f2(t) must be possible for that particular amplitude
of f,(f), and this has to be so for all the infinite number of po~siblc amplitudes
of II (t). This cannot be arranged in a finite interval for signals with a finite
bandwidth (see also sec. 3.7).

2.5. The detennination of correlation functions by meanS of sets of "shiftinvariant independent" functions
With the prineiple~ outlined in the previous sections we are now able to treat
in more detail the use of sets of "shift-invariant independent" auxiliary functions in the measurement of correlation functions. Let us start with considering
what happens in the case where onc auxiliary function is used.

2.5. LOne au;dliary.timetfon
To an input signal x(t) is added a periodic signal f(t) with a period Tc
(fig. 11). The sign of the sum signal is determined with the aid of an ideal
hard limiter. The output of the limiter is given by the bivalent signal
sgn {x(t)

+ f(t)}.

The mean value of the bivalent signal ean bl;:; measured by means of an integrator. [t is desired to know to which value the Olltput of the integrator converges
for growing values of the integration time.

7
If xU) is a time function such that for every positive integer k, x"(t) does not

Th~orem

+

ff(t)

H

LimiteI'

H

Inregrator

~

Fig. II. Basic scheme for measuring a mean value of one input signal.

-26contain periodic components whose periods arc commensurable with the
p.;:riod To of the auxiliary si£n<ll/(I), then
Mbgn {x(t) -I f(t)} 1-

I .. 2 M[Fj
d

x(t)}],

(2.4g)

{ . .

where l'Aa) is the distribution function of the periodic ,ignal /(t) in the interval (0, To).
Proof:
U8ing th(;1 Ojriehlet integra!, the mean value of tbe signal ~gll {X(I) +f(i)}
can be written

[I

.
r
.
Mlsgn ,-,x(l) I J(t)}] -, M •

After changing the order
(2.49) can be written as
I j"<
n

or

n

I

foo --.-....
sin {o:,."«t)
-.
-1:1;

o;f(t)}

do:

]

(2.49)

.

0:

integration, the right-hand side of expression

[sin {(;(x(t)} cos {rxj"(t)}J+ M[cos {/Xx(t)} sin {«/(t)})
.... --- ...- ..- .. ---.. --.----- -.. --.-.......... - ..... ..' ." -. -.- - ...---- d«.
(;(

M.

(2.50)

According to th(;1QrCln 3, xU) imd f(t) are .. ~hift-invariant independent" in the
intcrval (0, co). Thercrof(:, llsing theorcm 4, we may write fOl' expression (2,50):
I./":Mlsin {c>:x(tJ}J MlCC)5

{~/(t)n..::l:_M[C()s {«X(I)})~r,in {o;((I)}ldlX. (2.51)

n·

~

-1r:1

Since M[eos {«/(I)}) and M[sin {a/U)}] are constants, it is also v,liid to write
M[sin {exx(t)}] M[eos {ex/(t)}]
.. -, M, { M,.[sin {o:x(r)} cos

=,

I

M[sin {C(j'(I)}] M[eos {«x(t)}l-

{«/"(r')} ! sin {oil!')} cos {«X(!)})}

M, {M,. [Sin (CX{X(r) i I(r')})]} '

where M, and M denote
"
and 1', Thus we huve

re~pectively

="

(2,52)

the mean-value operators of the variables t

M[sgn{x(il -I-/(I)}] - M, {M,'[Sgn {x(t)

I.n!')}]},

(2.53)

Next, we note that the periodic function f(r) (period To) h,iS the sanw distribution function in the intcrv,d (0, To) ~lS in an infinitely long interval. Therefore,

-27by u~ing the definition of a distribution function which equates the distribution
function to the integral (mean) of the characteristic function of the set
{t :l(t) -< a}, we have

FAa)

-l + -l M[sgn {a -fU)}]

=

or

(2.54)
M[sgn {a

Substituting a

=

.:..-(/)

+- I(t)}] """

1- 2 FA- 0).

in eq. (2_54) and taking the mean value of both sides gives

M, { M,.[sgn {x(t)

+ f(t')}) } =

1- 2 M[Frf-x(t)}J.

(2_55)

Comparison of eqs (2_53) and (2.55) yields
M[sgn {x(t)

+ J(t)}]

=

1-2

M[~f{-X(t)}],

thus proving the theorem_
.If we take, for example, for the periodic auxiliary signal/(t) the linear Combination of Rademacher functions given by

f(t)

=

±rR ,ttl + ! rd t ) + ---+ (I/2"hP),

we have, according to eq. (2.43), the distribution function
2'1-1

FAa) "'-' ~ + _1_

"\' sgn

2HL ~

2

[a + !!....],

(2_56)

2"

where we must keep in mind that the sum is taken over all odd integers.
Substituting the distribution functions given by cq_ (2.56) into eq_ (2.48) yields

M[sgn {x(t)

+ /(t)}l =

-

~q

I

M[ sgn { -x(t) +- ;,/} ]

'-=

p=-(2"-I)

(2.57)

The last expression contains in fact a quantized version of the time function
x(r) and we will further write
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-1
Fig. 12. The <l\'illuizing chi\r~cteristic Q6(1I) with equal ~tep$ and 8 di,con!inui!ic.,

q

2 -1

(2,58)
p=-(2"-I)

As an example, the quant.izer characteristic Qla) is shown in fig. 12. Putting
eq. (2.58) into eq. (2.57) yields
M[sgn {x(t) -1-j'(r)}J '- M[Qe {x(t)}].

(2.59)

2.5.2. Correiatioll .timcfions

We are given a set of fI time functions {XkU)}, Ie = I, 2, . , " 11, for which
a joint correlation function mUSl bc mcasured. A set of 11 auxilJary periodic
signals of period To
{f!(t)},

k

=

1,2, ... ,11

thal are "shift-invariant independent" and periodic in the interval (0, To) is
as~ociat!;d with each auxiliary signal, so
that we have a corre~p()nding set or distribution functions denoted

also given. A distribution function is

{Fh(a)},

k

=

1,2, ... ,11.

Each input signal x~(I) is added to one auxiliary signiil.1~(t) So lhat 11 sums are
formed. The ~ign~ of these n SUI1lS can be determined with the aid of ideal
hard limiters, so that. a set of fI bivalent signals
{sgn (xlo(t) ·1 f~{t)]},
is ohtained.

k::" j, 2, ... , fI

-29Theorem 8
Let {Xk(I)}, Ie = 1, 2, ... , n be a set of input time functions and let {.Ii/I)},
k = I, 2, .. "' n be a corresponding set of periodic "shift-invariant independent" functions in the interval (0, To). If no input time function >.:.(t) is such
that X"I(t) for every positive integer i contains a periodic component whose
period is commensurable with To, then

Proof;
Fol' rea~ons of simplicity, the proof will only be given for two time functions.
Using the Dirichlet relation
sgnx

=

1 f~ sin (~x)

---dc.:,

-

n

-~,

Ci

we can write

where the order of integration has been changed. Now the mean value

can be written as the sum of sixteen terms which have the general expression
M [{

~~, [c.:x,(t -

1.",) ± PX2(t - '2)]}

{~::" [o/j(t -

OJ)

±

P.f2(t - '2)]}

J

Since it has been assumed that neither X, l(r) nor x/(t) contain periods that
are commensurable with To, it follows from theorem 3 that the time functions

and

are "shift-invariant independent" in the interval (0, co). Using theorem 4, we
obtain
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M

[C:~,[ClXl(t'Yl):1..

=,

M

[~~; {ClX,(I- t , )

Because./I (t)
we can write

and!~(t)

{~~~~[Cll,(I-?'I) ..L fiiiV'-"l"2J}]"

jl'X 2(t-"l:"2)]}

-1- (Jx,(I- ,,)} ] M

[~~~ {""f',(1- t,l I· fJ/~(I- ,,)} ]

.

are "shirt-invariant independent" in the interval (0, To)

M[sin {~r,(t-r,) I Hi(r-,i)}l ....
M[s;n {o:f'l(t-.T 1 )}cm; {fi.!2(t-T,2)}
-, M,.[sin {('l/J(t' .. T")}]M,,,[eos

± cos {o:fl(I·· Tj)} sin {fiI2(t"'T 2 ) } ] -

{fiJit" -

T J )}]

I.. M,,[cos {o:ll(t' .. - "l"1)}] M,,,[$in {f!!2(t" . .

+

T 2 )}].

A similar expression is obtained if the operand is a cosine fundion with the
same argument.
Substitut.ing t.hese results into (2.61), we find, after recombination of the sixteen tcrm~, that

M[sin (o:xJI-t,) -I- ",,{,(I-t,)} sin {/JX2(1-T 2) I N2(t-T2)}] ~c

M.[ M,.{ M, .. [sin {Cl.y (t .. T HCl/1(t' 1

1

T j)}sin {fix it- '.) -I-

f1J~(t" - T~)} l}](2.62)

After insertingeq. (2.62) intocq. (2.60) and keeping in mind the factthal a distribut.ion function can be wr-itten as the average value of the characterist.icfunction,
we finally obtain

.- M,

1 r"~ M,[sin {co:,(t - tdl
n. - - - - - - - 0 ;

r
-

CI!,{t' - Td})

-_._- do:

x

-IT,)

(2.63)

This completes the proof.

-31If we take as an eICamplc the following two linear combinations of Rademacher functions:
(2.64)
and
(2.65)
then, according to theorem 6, they are "shift-invariant independent" in the
interval (0, To). The distribution function of the two combinations are givl;:n
by eq. (2.56). Since, according to eg. (2.58),

wc find for eg. (2.63)

,d -I- f\(t - 'I)} 8gn {.'dt ~.- ':l) + /2(t - '2)}]
-,--- M[Qs{x,(t - 'I)} Qs{xAt ,- 'J}].
M[sgn {xl(t -

=

(2.66)

The correlation function of the bivalent signals is thus the same as the COrrdation function of the quantized input signals, without, however, a real
quantization of the input signals having been used. A real quantilati()n of the
input signals can be obtained by means of pulse-eo de modulation (P.eM.) of
the input signals. Jt is of course also possibk to build a correlator based on the
processing of P.C.M. signals, but this WNlld be a more complicated instrument
th,m one based on the processing of bivalent signals. Thl;: difference between the
correlation function of the quantized signal and that of the original signal will
be called the distortion error. Distortion CrrOrs of correlation functions of
quantized signals have been investigated by Bennett J '), Widrow 14) and
Watts 15) •.od will ah;() be one of the subjects of a forthcoming thesis by Veltman. The results of their investigations and also of those made by the author
indicate that a quantization in nine levels is sufficient for most applications
and gives practically undistorted correlation functions.
A correlator based on the use of "shift-invariant independent" functions wa~
built in Philips' Research Laboratories, Eindhoven, by Mr F. M. J. Tromp.
This correia tor measures 48 points of a correlation function in parallel and has
countu~ a~ integrators so that a correlation function can, if necessary, be
rnetl,ured over an indefinitely long integration time without stability problems
or overflow.
EICperiments done with this correlator for random Gaussian input signals and
for v,lriOlls peri ()dic signals, as well as for addi tive mixtures of the latter signals,
always showed negligible distortion errors. These distortion errors will not be
further discussed.

-
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In the introduction we ment.ioned the method suggested by V~ltman ct aL 3)
and J~~pers et a!. :1) to measure correlation funct.ions by means of auxiliary
signals that are n:aliLations of statistically independent random pro~csses. By
using statistical methods they proved that if these random proee~ses h<Jve a
uniform probahility-density function, the correlation function of the bivail:nt
signal~ is the same as the correlation funct.ion of the random input signals.
In an unpublished paper *), Fettweis investigated lik~wis~, with statistical
methods, wh,1( the corl'elatol' output will be in the ca~~ wbere the random
allxiliary functions ,lre still realizations of statistically independo:nt processe5,
but have an arhitrary distribution function. The expressions he derivcd thcre
along statistical lines show similarity with those given here in the theorems
7 and 8.
In order to study the effect of periodic "shift-invariant independent" functiorls On thc correlation function of the bivalcnt signals for arbitrary input
signals such as random signals, pcriodic, aperiodic signals or <ldditive mixt\Jres
of these signals, the ,lnalysis presented so far in this thesis has been completely
in the time domain.
The advant.ages of using "shift-invariant independent" functions can now be
made clear qualit:alively.
Up to now, we only con~idered the correlator output after an in.finitely long
integration time. [n practice, howcver, the integr;ltion tillle T of a corrdator
h,,~ to be finite. This implies that the ()utput of a corrciaf.or will be differenl for
eaeh measurement over a time interval of duration T but starting at different
instance~ in time. Or in ensemble terms: the Olltputs after a time 'j' of the
member~ of an cn~emhle of identic,ll correIa tors whieh are being fed by an
cnsemble of similar input-signal sources, will he dilferenL This unwanted but
partly unavoidable tluetuation of the cOI'relator output about the mean v'l.lue
t.hat would have been obtained after an infinitc1y long integration time is called
the Mltpul correlator noise and gets smaller for longer integration tillle~ T.
The output n()ise of a correlator based on auxiliary ~ignah is, of course, also
d~termined by the character of the auxiliary signals which are used. For
periodic "shift-invariant independent" functions in the interval To the shape
of these functi(ln~ is exactly t.he same in every time interval, provid~d the t.ime
intervals are st'LrteJ CIt in~tants that Me whole 111ultiples of To. Moreover, it
has been shown that this is also trut with respect t(l time shifts between these
auxiliary functions. By choosing the integration time T or the correlator to be
an intL'gral multiple of To, it is possible to have auxilial'Y functions that vary
with time irl exactly the same way in every intcgr,ltion t.imc interval. It is

,I

Ifo)

HO n ~\ ccnail\ thcoJ'eJn 1'(:.lating Hi.lli~tj(:;cJ.l averag~:-; oC arbitrary bOLLnc.kd (ilr~dojn
v"ri.bJ.;s of' the statistical I\Y0J'l\g~ of a 1'~la(ed ,ign-fllndion", Report ATR·42. Bcll
Tulcphonc Mfg. Co. A Il\.werpen.

-33reasonable to aSSUme that such a procedure gives less correia tOr output noise
than auxiliary signals that are different during different integration time intervals of the same length. Non-identical shapes of the auxiliary functions
during different integration time intervals (all of duration T) will result if the
auxiliary functions are random. Consider, for instance, two statistically independent random proees~es such that every realization of either process can take
one of eight uniformly spaced levels. Such time functions can be visualized by
recording the results of tossing two octahedral dice at regular intervals. Each
time function can look different in intervals which are of the same duration T
but are positioned at different instants in time. What is more, the illumination
patterns (which can be obtained in a way similar to that given in sec. 2.4) of
two realizations of two statistically independent processes will be different for
different time shifts between the signals. Only for T --+ CIJ do we obtain the
regular lattice of 64 points shown in fig. 8. However, we saw in scc_ 2.4
that by using the "shift-invariant independent" functions given hy (2.64)
and (2_65), a shift-invariant illumination pattern could be obtained.
1n chapter 3 the Qutpllt noise of a correlator which utilizes "shift-invariant
independent" functions and realizations of statistically independent processes
will be evaluated for Gaussian input processes. These calculations confirm
the conclusions derived from the previous reasoning_

-34-3. OUTPUT SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIOS
OF VARIOUS CORRELATORS

In this part of the thesis we will investigate how the output signal-to-noise
ratios (f~lrther abbreviated by SN R) of various correbtors depend on the bandwidth ol~ the Gaussian input noise signals, on the integration time that is med
and on the input correlation coefficient.
3.1. Correlation of noise signals with a Gaussian distribution
3.1.1. Some examples

For rne~~urements heginning at different instant~ or tillle, but all having the
same integration time, a given correlator will yield different output quantities
which fluctuate about the mean vallie that would have been obtained if an
inllnitcly long integration tillle had been used. Such a nuctuation of the correJator OlltPlit Can be called the correia tor output noisc. The qu,l/ity of a corl'elator-output result is not really determined by the amount of output noise, but
rather by the ratio of the mean value around which the output fluctuates to the
output noise. The object is to optimize this ratio, the so-called O~ltput SN R. In
order to he able to cOlllpare the output SNR of various correiators it is neeess,try
to define the character of the c(lm;iator input signals. It will be a~sumcd hcnceforth that the two input ~ignals .•(t) ,md y(t) of the correlator are two realizations
of the random processes X(r) ,1Ild Y(r) *), which have a bivariate Gaussian
distribution. The input signals x(t) and y(t) uS~I«lIy h,\ve a Gaussian distribution
if they consist mainly of receiver noisc. This situation of1.cn occurs in radio
astronomy and also in rad,lf nnd sonar I ~ 1_1) where it is of' importance for
certain applications to measure the amount or correlation between two signals.
The correlation is sometimes caused by a weak common signal s(t) lhat is
present in two receiver signals x(l) and .1'(1), but it may also be the autocorrelat.ion
between xU) and a delayed version x(t - T.). The common signal s(1) may for
example be caused by the randolll radiation of a c.ele~tial body or interstellar
gas Or by the Huctu<ltions in the brightness of a star, but it can alw be caused
by the ac()u~t.ical noise generated by the rotating screw of a ,hip.
Ilanbury Brown ,Ind Twiss 16) suggested the application of correlation
measurements to dc(ermine the angular diameter of some hot stars. The two
input signals oj' lh<; correlator restllt from two photomultipliers which detect
the amount of light thal is gathered by two separat.c optie,11 rdketors that ,Ire
directed towards a certain star. Such a system is called an intensity intcrferom,
'4") A (:i.I~)i(",tl .c..h:::nolc!-; 1 he

of til, pl'o(er".

n.lIldom procc'S~,

whcrc:':!R. the normal [etter type denotes

:':I

realization

,·,·35 etCr smce only the intensities of the light signals are caused to interfere,
whereas in thc interferometer of Michelson the light signals themselves inter,
fere. An intensit)l interferometer ha, blOen built in Narrabri, Australia 17), and
the correlator used there was developed at the Mullard Research Laboratories
at Rcdhill, England, The correlation measurement used in an intensil)l interferometer is in principle a cross-correlation meaSurement
An example of the measurement of an autocorrelation function of a signal
with a Gaussian distribution is the method used by Weinreb 18) to obtain an
upper limit to the galactic deuterium-hydrogen ratio and to search for Zecman
splitting of the hydrogen radiation. Weinreb used a polarity-coincidence correlator, which will be discussed in sec, 3.4. This corrclator is a real time digital
proccs~or and combines the advantages of simplicity with good st"bility "nd
lMg integration time. By adding independent signals to the input signals of a
polarity-coincidence correlator, the correlator with auxiliary functions, which
was discussed in chapter 2, is obtained.
Another interesting example of an autocorrelation measurement for a signal
with a Gaussian distribution is the method used by the Jet Propulsion Labora·
tory of the California Institute of Technology at Pasadena \9-21). The auto"
correlation function of an additive mixture of the receiver noise and a weak
radar signal rcfkckd from the surface of a planet is measured there. By using
a polarity-coincidence correlation a~ well, the rotation period of the planet
Venus could be determined, a previously unsolved problem in classical astronomy.
As a last example we mention the use of a correlator as a detector for Gaussian
input signals. In certain sonar and radar equipment it is often useful to determine, by means of correlation measurements, whether or not an unknown signal
set) i, present in two receiver noise signals x(t) and y(t), A decision whether
the signal set) is present or not can be obtained by comparing the value of the
correlator output with a certain threshold level. If the correlator-output value
is larger than the threshold it is assumed that the ~ignal is present and an alarm
is given; if the output is smalle. than the threshold it is assunied that thl;: signal
is absent. To each threshold value belongs a detection and false-alarm probability, The detection probability is definl;:d as the probability that the output is
larger than the threshold when the signal is indeed present The false-alarm
probability is the probability that the output is larger than the threshold although in reality the signal is absent. It is not difficult to see that the detection
probability depends not only on the value of the threshold, but also on the
output SNR of the correlator, and in such a way that the larger the output
SNR, the larger the detection probability will be for a given threshold. The central problem here, then, is again the determination of the correia tor output SN R.
We will consider now in more detail the Olltput SN R of the bst detection
example. It should be kept in mind that, although the subject will be investigated
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from. ,1 detection viewpoint, the expression derived for the output SN R is also
applicahlc to the other exan1ples givcn, and in general to those cases where the
input signals have a Gaussian ddrihution. We therefore u,e the following n1()del.
Either the two receiver signals .\"(1) and y(l) (fig, 13) are reali:cations of two :;tatistically independent Gaussian processes N,(t) and N.(t), so that ,x(t) = 11,(1) and
Y(I) ._.. 11,(1) or the two sign,tls x(r) and y(i) have ,1 weak comniOn noise component .1'(1), so that x(l) = 11,(1) I set) and y(t) = n:;,(1) I s(t), where X(I) and
y(t) have a bivariate nonn,ll distrihution.
After having ohserved the signals ,.>;(1) and y(l) during time interval of T
soconds, the detector has to decide whether the signal was present or ahsent
during the ohservation interval. This if. also a familiar problem in statisticalhypothesis testing 24).

,t

3.1.2. Correlarion de((!t:fiO/l as a slali,llicaf-ilypothesis les/

A statdic,tl hypothesis is an assumption ahout a certain characteristic of a
random variable, and a test of a statistical hypothesis is a proecdure for deciding
whether the hypothesis mu,t be accepted or rejected. In our case the hypothesis
might be "signal present". Among ,Ill possible tests (detectors) which give 1.he
same false-alarm prob,ibility, the test which gives the greatest detection probability i~ opt.imum in the sense of Neyman and Peal'son.
A procedure fol' obtaining an optimum test in our case is given by an application of a lemm;.L oi' Neyman and Pearson H). I f this lemma is Llsed in this case
it can be shown "') that an optimum tcst (detector) corrcsponds to ,L measurement

or

r

f

{x(1) -I- y(r))2 dr.

(3. I)

o

A decision on whether the hypothesis has to be accepted or rejected is obtained
by comparing the integration result with a certain threshold value.
Should the result be larger than the threshold, thc hypothesis is ;Iccepted; in
the other case it is rejected. Another test, but one that is not so cITective in this

-37case as the Neyman-Pearson approach, depends on the measurement of
T

J x(t)y(t) dt.

(3.2)

o

This will be called an analog-correlator detector. At the end of the observation
timc T the integration result is likewise compared with a threshold value in
order to obtain a decision. If the result is smaller than the threshold it is assumed
that the "signal was absent", and should the result be larger it is assumed that
the "signal was present".
This detection problem has been chosen as a model so that the different
correlator types can be compared on an SN R basis. A comparison between
these correlator detectors and the Neyman-Pearson detector will be omitted.
F or the difference in performance between the analog-correlator detector and
the Neyman-Pearson detector, the reader is referred to an article by Wolff,
Thomas and Williams .6),
With this model we shall compare the detection efficiencies, Of, equivalently,
the output SN R of the several correlator,"

3.2. Output signal-to-noise ratio of an analog corre(ator
3.2.1. 111e Ol/lpul signal-ta-noise ratio of a continuous analog corrodator
The output SNR of a continuous analog correlator has been investigated by
several people. Green 27) has generalized the earlier results of Fano and
Davenport; he evaluated the output SN R of a continuous analog correlator
for input signals x(/) and y(t) that are realizations of Gaussian processes. In
particular, he considered those cases where the integrator is a low.pa~s filter or
a band.pass filter instl;)ad of an ideal integrator. These output SNR expressions,
however, do not contain an obSl;lrvation or integration time T and are, in
fact, the output SNR's after an inlinitely long integration time,
In this ~ection we will derive the output SNR of a continuous analog correlata, with an ideal integrator after a .finite integration time T. These results are
also valid if OnC u~es a low-pass RC integrator, provided it integrates in thl:)
time range where it approximates an ideal integrator; that is to say. for integration times that an: short compared with the RC time constant (see also
sec. 3,5). We will assume that the receiver noise signals nl(t) and n.(t) have a
power spectrum that is uniform in the frequency band (-W,W) and is zero
outsidl;), and that they are realizations of the statistically independent stationary
Gaussian processes Nl(t) and Nit). FUrthermore, we assume that the signal s(t)
has an arbitrary power spectrum in the frequency band (-W, W) and is zero
outside, but that this signal is weak compared with the noise signals II, (I) and
nit) (the most interesting detection situation) and is a rl;)alization of a Gaussian

38 -process S(t) which
Thus we havc

XU)

i~

st.atistically independent. of the

N Jt), signal absent
{ N I (t) -; S(I), signal present

Y(r) .

processe~ N ,(I)

J N,(t),

~ignal

and N,(r).

ahsent

t N ~(I) +. 8(1), signal

pr~sent,

where the processes N I (t), N 2(1) and S(I) are statistiqllly independent stationary
Gau~sian random pr()cesses with zero mean valucs. Thu, it follows that the
processes XU) and Y(r .hm: jointly Gaussian. A uniform powcr spectrum for the
signals 1/, (() and 11 2(t) has been chosen bec,lu~e in that case it is possible to
compute the output SN R's (for weak input signals .1(1)) of sevenl) corrdators
without great difJiculty. In this way it is possible to compare thc performances
of several correia tors. From the fact that 1"I,(r) and 11 2 (1) have a power spectrum
that is uniform in the frequency band (- W, W) Imd LerO outside, it follows
that the normalized autocorrelation functions of these noise signals are given by
sin (2nWT)

q)(T) -- ..- - - - .

2nW,

The output of a continuous analog correia tor after an intcgratlon time
by this time interval l' can be wl'itt~n

(3.3)

r divided

T

U ......

(IJT)]
o

x(l).v(t) dl.

Consider next an I;Cnsemhle of identical continuous analog correlators e,lch
supplied with ,mother pair of input sign,lh .\.(t) and y(l) that are different
realization~ or (hc processes XU) and nt). The expected output valut: is
T

E[U] -- (liT) L'[

J XU) y(t) dl].

(3.4)

D()ob 2K) has shown thHt if

.r E[X(I) nl)] dr <.

m,

()

wc can write

F:'U X(I) Y(I) dt] . , J F[X(/) y(t)J dl.
o

If we assume thnt this condition is satistled and if we take into account the fact
that the proces~cs X(!) and Y(I) ,Ire stationary we obtain for eq. (3.4):
£[U]···· .. F[X(t)y(I)].

(3,5)

-·39-Because N. (1), Nit) and S(I) are statistically independent proc~sses with zero
values we can write for (3.5) in the signal-present case;

m~an

E[U],(<)

=

E[{N\(t)

+ Set)} {Nit) + Set)}] =

£[S2J,

wher~

the time variable has b~en omitted since it is no longer of importance.
In the signal-absent case the expected value of the output is evidently zCrO,
so that we have
0,
signal absent
(3.6)
E[U] =
{
E[S'], signal present.
Next the variance of the output in the signal.absent case is evaluated, The
variance is

T

T T

-= E[{(l/T)j N L(t)Nz(t)dt}2]

= E[(I/T~)j j

o

N L(t)NlI)N\(t')N 2 (t ' )dtdt']. (3.7)

0 0

Sincc Nj(t) and N,(t) are statistically independent processes we have

If we assume that the proccsr;es ate ergodic and jf we usc the fact that the
normalized autocorrelation functions of the realizations n 1 (t) and nz(t) are given
by (3.3). we obtain for cq, (3.8):
E[N,(t)N2 (t)N,(t')N2 (t')] = E[N,2(t)] £[N}(t)] o/2(t - I')
= E[N,"] E[N 2 2J rp2(t -- t').

=

(3.9)

Substituting (3,9) in (3.7) yields
T T

Var [U1.,(,)=o ",.. (lIT') E[N I 2] £[N22]

JJ rp2(t -

t') dtdt ',

00

By introducing the variable "t '-'-' t - t' the double integral can be written as
a Single one, and in this way we get
'r

Var [U]o(t)=o

=

(2jT') E[N,2] £[N22]

J (T -

')'1"2(,) d"

(3,10)

Substituting (3.3) in the integral of expression (3.10) yidds

:2

~""

f

T"

2

(T-t)

sin (2n We)
-dT=(ljnWT)Si(4nWT)+
(27tWr)2

o

- (lj4n 2 W 2 T2) [y -+- 2 sin' (2:rrWT) -1-' In (4nfVT)- Ci (4nWT)],

(3.11 )

--40where y ._.- 0,577 is Euler's constant and Si(z) and Ci(z) are respectively the sine
and cosine intcgral~ dcfin~d as

Si( .. )

~

-sin a
J- d a
/"!.

(I

and

Ci(z)

=

J'

• cos
+ In(z) + J
o

(1-

I

da.

a

Since Si(4n WT) converges rapidly towards {n and Ci(4n WT) towards zero we
find ill the case of large time-bandwidth products TWas a good approximation for eq. (3.11):
T

. 8in2 (2nWr)

2,

:r-,J (T--T)-(2;:W;)"

I

dT

C-:"j

2W1"

()

Substituting

thi~ re~u1t

in eq. (3.10)

give~

Var [ULn-o "'=; (lj2WT) E[N,"] L:[N/].
Let the noise signals nJr) <lnd 1"11(1) have the same noise power so that

Thus we finally have
Val' [ULO=ll "'" (I/2WT) {R[N j

'n"·

(3,12)

Now it is phll,lsible to a%ume that if the signal s(l) is weak compared with
the noise signals n,(t) and n,(/) so that £[S2] ':'::-' E[N/] (small signal power
compHred with the noise rower), then the variance of the correlator output
in the signal-present case will be predominantly determined by the noise procI;)sses N I (t) <lI1d Nit), and only slightly influenced by the weak common process S(I). I'"or ,mall signals s(t) we C,ln write
Var [UJ.(»

"":!

Val' [UL(,)=o.

The O\ltput power 8ignal-to-noise ratio in the weak-signal case is defined as

( S)

N ~II[

output signal power
output

noi~e

power

Var [ULI)=('

-4\After substituting (3.6) and (3.12) in the last definition, we obtain for weak
signals and large time-bandwith products

(S)
_.

No",

"'d

E[S2]
(2WT) - { E[N! 2]

}2 .

The normalized correlation coefficient between the processes X(t) CC" N!(t)
+ Set) and YU) = N 2 (r) Set) can in the weak-signal ca5e be written as

+

E[X(t) Y(t)]*)
12 =

--~--------

{E[Xi(t)J,(r)E[Y2(t)l,(,)}1/2

+

E[S2]
"'" - - - .

E[N12]

Thus the output SNR of the continuous analog correlat.or can under the given
conditions also be written
(3.13)

3.2.2. The output signal-fo-noise ratio of a sampled analog f;orrelaf(}r
In a sampled analog correlator, analog samples derived from the (in general)
continuous input signals are processed. This offers the advantage that one can
use a simpler delay unit and multiplier. In practice, these continuous input
signals are always band-limited functions (- W, W), and, ace(Jrding to the
sampling theorem, the input signals are thus completely determined by an
infinite number of consecutive samples that are separated in time by (1/2 W)
seconds. If the integration time T is such that the time-bandwidth product TW is
large, the error caused by representing the Lime functions in the interval (0, T)
by its samples will be smal1. Therefore we expect that the output SN R of the
sampled analog correlator is approximately equal to the output SNR of the
continuous analog eorrelator if a sample frequency 2 W is used. We will now
show that this is indeed the case.
A ~ampled analog correlator computes
2WT-!

U=2~T

L X(/~)Y(2~)'
k=O

For the expccted vahle of the output. in the signal-present case we have
2WT-!

-42Since N, (I), N ,(I.) and S(I) are statistically independent and stationary processes
we get for (3.14)

while in the signal-absent case we have simply

E[Ul.,(rI=O

·C.'

0.

The variilnce of the output in the signal-absent case is
:z.W"'-1

2w"l'-1

k= 0

lW,/,·· 1

~W'('-I

1=0

Because II, (I )and n ~(t) ha ve an autocorrelation runction given by (3.3), it follows
that the autocorrelatIon function is zero for every -r _.." (k -/)/2 W (k and f
arc distinct integers) except the ca~e k -_. 1-·· 0. Consequently we have

·l

(k) (f)] {

E N, - - N, -

2W

2W

=

0,

k-;- f

E[N,2). k ~- (.

Identical relations hold ror 112(1). Hence the variance is

When the noise signals nt(r) and n2(t) have the Samc power and the signal s(t)
is weak cOl"njJilred with flt(t) and 112(t) wc flnally obtain

Next we will evaluaiC how the detection and false-alarm probability ilt the output
of an analog corl'elatol' depend on its output SN R. Let us only consider the
sampled Malog corrclator, for which this relation can easily be obtained. The
output in the ~ignal.ab~ent caSe is
2WT-1

U ==

2~T

I

.=0

N'(2~)N2C!~)·

(3.15)
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Fig. 14. -rhr; (i~l,1s~ian-~hapGd probability-den~ity funCli<lrt of the correlator Oll1put in the
.ignal-present and -ab"ent situations, The dark areil above the threshold levcl lIQ is prOportional to the false<tiarm probability. whereas the hatched arca and the darl< ar"a t()gether
is proportional to the detection probability.

The normali7.ed autocorrelation functions of the signals n1(t) and n.(t) given by
eq. (3.3) are zero for every T. = /e/2 W (k non-zero integer). Because the processes N,(t) and N,.(t) are at the same time Gaussian. zero correlation implies
statistical independence between the samples. Thus (3.15) is the sum of 2 WT
statisticallyinctependent samples. For a large time-bandwidth product the central·
limit theorem gives for the false-alarm probability (proportional to the dark
area in fig. (4)

(3.16)

where Un is the threshold value and where <P(x) is the unit normal-distribution
function defined as

Similarly we find for the detection probability (proportional to the Sum of the
dark and hatched area in fig. 14)
(3.17)

It is easily seen from (3.16) and (3.17) that P IOIS • OI .'''' and
only on the relative threshold uoIE[N1 2 ] and on the SNR

Pd<'""'lon

depend

-443.3. The output signal component of correlators with auxiliary functiolls for
jointly Gaussian input processes
According to theorem 8 in chapter 2
andy(t):

WI:

havl: for two time functions x(r)

M[sgn {x(l) I ir,(t) I 1r)(t) I - - -} sgn {y(t) -I- -h(1)
"-~ M[Q,.,{x(I)} Q,.,{y(t)}],

-+

{r4(1) -1- ... }]
(3_n\)

where '1 is the n~llnbcr of Rademacher i'undions that are used in each of th~
two line,lr combinations_
The ~ame result can be obtained if two realizations of two statistically independent random processes
used as auxiliary signals, each consisting of 2"
equidistant levels sLlch that thcse level combinations (2 2 combinations) form
a square lattice of points. If x(t) and y(l) are ergodic, we have

,In"

<[

?"r _ I

! (1_ I

(3.19)

--- (1/2")'

wherc the two SlllllS are tllken over all odd integers running from (2(/- I)
to (2"- J).
There arL' several methods a.vailable for computing such an expected valuc_
Here we will use a mdil(ld with Dirichlet integrals. Eql1atioll (3_19) can now
Ix written as

Since

p

(liP'-) ,

rx -,) cos sin (aX) sin (fi Y) cos ( 2"
2"

-45-because
q

2 -l

~"-

I

I

)

Pl=-(2Q-l)

,,~~_(,II_J)

~q-l

2"- J

I

I
.,=-(2"-1)

sin

(~£f)

cos

(ap1)
Z. Sin. (ftPl)
--y;

OOS

(~~,) ~~

=

»2~-q"-I)

we get for eq. (3.20):

f

_l~ ~ V foo cos (apl/2,? GO:; (~~:/2.)
~ L....... _
af!

n'l'·
x

E{~in

><

00

(aX) sin (flY)] dC(d,B.

(3.21)

Now
E[sin (o:X) ~in
where p(x, y;

d

(ftY)J

00

=

JJ sin (ax) sin (,By) p(x, y; f!) dxdy,

(3.22)

is the bivariate normal-density function
(3.23)

and rt the normaIL((:d correlation coefficient (-1 :;;; (] :;;;; 1). For the sake of
simplicity it is assumed that the signals .;,-:(1) and y(t) have equal variances 1J 2 •
SubMitliting the new variables x ~ (u
v)/ V2 and y = (u - v)! V2 in eq.
(3.22) gives
E[sin (elY) sin (,BY») ~

+

(3.24)

-46After some computation we find

(aX) sin (flY)] ~ ~inh (rr 2 Ijo:fJ) exp {-icr' (0:' -I- fi~)}·

Er~in

(3.25)

Inserting this result in eq. (3.21) yi.;:lds

-I-

n'2

2

II

"

M[Q2.{X(I)} Q",{y(tl}]

=

f~f' cos (o:p,/2") cos (fjP2/.__2").
._. sinh (IF ~ Ijo:{f)
rxfJ

_'<'

exp {--

i

(/2

(0:

2

(3.26)

+ rt')} do:dfi.

The hyperbolic-sine function can be expanded into
this serie~ in eq. (3.26) we gel

k=O

><

11

series. After $L\b~tituting

ttl,-, I

If we write this as a scrie~ eJ(pansion of the correlation coefficient we ()btain
for the first fou/' tcrms:
M[Q,iI {x(I)} Q2/1 {y(t)}J-

~-

0

p= I

p;...!

p=1

{J=

where

[F[

(

(3.27)

1
)

denotes the ordinary hypergeometric function.
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If the

variance (f of xCt) and yet) is very large, so that in fact the influence of
the "shift-invariant independent" function or the random allxiliary function~
is negligible we have the asymptotic equality
;~1lJ, M[QH

{xCi)} Q2,,{y(t)}] ,..., M[sgn {x(t)} sgn {y(r)}l-

The operation on the right-hand side is called a polarity-coincidence correlation
(p.c.c.). It has been shown by Van Vleck 19) that if the ~tochastic variables X
and Yeach have zero mean and a bivariate normal-density function, then
£[sgn (X) sgn (Y)] -. (2/n) sin- 1 fl.
If we let

i7

(3.28)

approach infinity in eq. (3.27) we get

which ought to be the case.
Since in our detection problem only small input SNR and hence small values
of fl are of interest, only the first term of eq. (3.27) is of importance. We thus
have
M[sgn {x(t) +,!:rt(t)

+ trit) + ... } sgn
o,

{yet)

+ ±r.(t) + tf4U)

I ... }]=

if set) is absent,

if set) is present.
1"=1

(3.29)

3.4. Output signal-to-noi!je ratio of a polarity-coincidence correlator
A polarity"coincidcnce correia tor (further abbreviated by p.ce) correlates
the sign functions of the two input signals as shown in fig. 15. The electronic
circuitry is much simpler than that of an analog correlator, because the required
delay, multiplication and integration operations are easily carried Qut by means
of a shift register, coincidence gate and, if necessary, a COLlnteL The P.c.c. has
been investigated as a detector of weak signals by Melton and Karr 30), Wolff,
Thomas and Williams 16), Ekre 31) and Kanefsky and ThNnas :l2). Wolff,
Thomas and Williams 26) and Ekre 31) con~idered the stochastic signaldetection problem discu~scd earlier with a P.C.C. detector. In general delays
between the limited signals are not considered, because it complicate~ the case
unnecessarily. Wolff, Thomas and Williaro.s 26) have shown that with regMd

-48sf)n {x (t)}

X~)
,
~I-'~~~-Limiter
Shift registel'
SMft pulse

Coin,r<;fen'E!
g:ot~

detection perrormance with Matistically independent polarity samples, the
P.c.c. is a factor or tn" -~ J.',) dB le~s effi,clent than an analog corrciator
wil:h stat.dically independent analog ~ampks. This n;:sul( will also be briefly
cvaldalcu here. Fkre 3 j) has computed the inllucnce or the sampling fr~quel1cy
on the output signal-tn-noise ratio of a P.C.C. with input signals that have
first passed a low-pass RC IIlter. He showed that the loss in output SN R due
to limiting il,nd sampling can, in lhat case, be reduced to approximately I dB
I'or high sampling frequencies.
Since the autocorrelation function of each of th~ two input signals is in that
case cx:p (-(lI",), where 0)" is the cut-oil' frequency of the RC low-p,tsS filt.er,
evcry sample fn;qu~ncy will, strictly speaking, produce statistically dependent
samples. In Our I'rcljuCncy-hand-limited case with a flat power spectrum, we
hilve a. normalized autocorrelation function or each input signal given by
eq. (3.3). We will first give the output SNR of a r.c.c. with statistically independent samples, and then with :;tat.istically depend~nt ~amples.
The ensemble or counter outputs divided by the number 2 WT or statistically
il1d~pendent samples (sample frequency 2 W) after a counting time T is given by
(0

lW '"- I

(3.30)
11=0

For' reasons or 5i mpiicity in the notation, the 17th-time sample will further be
dennted XII' According to eq. (3,28) (Van Vlcck's relation) we have

c[UJ

E[sgn (X,,) sgn (Y

II ) ]

(2/n) sin{

0,

j

l!, i,f ',',5.(1) i,S, p,.I'e,S,ent,,'"
If

,1(/) IS

dbs<:nt .

Since the variance of the sum of 11 statistically independent equally distributed

-49samples is n t.imes the variance of am: sample, we have in the signal-absent
situation
Var [U]

=

E[U 2 ]

=

(1/2WT) E[{sgn (X.) sgn (Y.)F]

=

(1/2WT). (3.31)

Because only small input signal-to-noise ratios (small val lies of (2) are considered,
we have
(3,32)

(2/n) sin- 1 Q "'" 2c!n

and approximately equal va,iances in the signal-a.bsent and signal-present
situations. The output-power signal-to-noise ratio is thus

£2[Ul

___
"(_') =

(2/n)2 2WT~2.

(3.33)

Var [UJ
This i~ a loss in output SNR of 10 log (;11:2/4) = 3·9 dB with respect to the
anal()g correlatoL If we compare for the difference between the integwtion
times of the two correlators when they give the Same ouptut SN R, we get

or
(3.34)
where Tr.C'.<,. and TA •C . are the observation time~ of the P.c.c. and analog
corrdator, respectively.
The loss in output SNR of the P.c.c. with statistically independent samples
can also be expressed in terms of the detection probability and false-alarm
probability. Since the samples arC statistically independent, the ensemble of
counter outputs will have a binomial distribution. For Large sample size (2 WT
large) the central-lill1it theorem may be applied to the sum (3_30), so that the
detection and false-alarm probabilities are approximately

(3.35)
and
(3.36)
The detection and false-alarm probabilities of the P.C.C. and the analog
correlator can be compared in the following way. Suppose that the threshold /./(}
and the output SNR of the analog corrclator is such that
Pao,,"lon

= 0-90

and

P rol , •• 1,,,,,

=

0'00 I,

··-50then it is easily vl;,i.fied that, given the same false-alarm probability pc."• .,,,,',,, =

0·001, the probahility of detection of the P.C.c. will be only
(3.37)
Ne:(t the output SNR of a P.c.c. for dependent samples will be evaluated.
Assume tlult the sample frequency is p tImes the handwidth W, when" p :;0,.2.
The val'iance of the counter output [or an integration time T in the signalah~cnt C,lse is
pW.,.-1

Var [UJ ... (lip' W'T2) E[{

I: sgn (X") sg11 (Y"Wl.

(3,38)

11=0

Because the stochastic variables X" and X"+ 1 are no longer stat.istically independent, the computatIon of the variance is slightly more complicated.
There are 2(pWT - 1) product t.::rms in the development of eq. (3.3\\), each
with an cxpected value

because

E[sgn (X,,) sgn (Yo) sgn (X,) sgn (YilJ·
= Ebgn (X,,) sgn (Y,,) sgn (Xn+

d sgn (Y"I. ,»).

Similarly we have 2(pWT- 2) product terms with an expected v,t1ue
£[sgn (Xo) sgn (Yo) sgn (X 2) sgn (Y z)]' etc.
Hence eq. (3.38) can be written
Var [UJ ~~ (! Ipl W 2 T2) {p WT -I
1- 2(p WT ..- I) E[sgn (Xo) sgn (Yo) sgn (X,) sgn (Y,») -I1 2(pWT-- 2) E[sgn (X() sgn (Y(,) sgn (X 2 ) sgn (Y')1

+

0.39)

-1- '" 1

+ 2R[~gn (Xu) sgn (Yo) sgn (XpWT - , ) sgn (Y"W-i"

,)]).

Since in the signal-ahsent ea~e the random variables Xk and Y, of the two receiver
noise signab are statistically independent we have
L'(sgn (XQ ) sgn (Yo) sgn (X/,) sgn (Y.)] -. E[sgn (Xo) sgn (XI')] L·[sgn (Yo) sgn (Y.)] .- {(2jn) sin ., [q.{, - kjpW)J)2,
(3.40)
where rp(r:" kjpW) are the values of the autocorrelation functions of the
receiver noise signals x(l) and y(t) given by eq. (3.3) [or 1: = k/pW. If WT is
large and thus all>o pWT(p ;:0..2), we find, ii~ it good approximation for the
variance in the signal-absent case:
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L e C2~:/~p})rJ·
""

[I ·1 2

Var [V] ru (ljpWT)

sin-

n

1

(3.41)

k= 1

In the signal~present case we have for a WBaK signal S(I) approximately the same
variance as in the signal-absent ca3e 30 that the (lutput SN R can be estimated
by

£'[UJ,(r)
Var [UJ

(3.42)
«i

1 + 2 ~ {(2/n) 5io- [sin (2"k/p)!(2nk/p)W
1

{(=1

This output SNR, expressed in units of the output SNR of an analog cor·
relator, is shown in fig. 16 as a function of p (where p Wis the sample frequency).
I
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Fig. 16. Oulput ;ignal-to-nois~ ratio of a. pOlarily-wincidcncc corrclator versus sample.
frequency factor p (the number 0,41 0'1 the detection scale "h<>uld rend O,~g).

If P = 2, we hav~ the previously mentioned case of statistically independent
samples. For high sample frequencies, the asymptote (0·64)2WTe 2 is appwachcd, corresponding to a loss of approximately 2 dB. The integration lime req uired
in that case to get the same output SN R as with an analog correlator is readily
found to be
(3.43)
The samples arC r;tatdically dependent, which implies that the counter output
is not binomially distributed. But since the number of sample~ between two
statistically independent samples is small (e.g. for p '= 10) compared with the
large sample siz~ p WT, the central-limit theorem may safely be used. By doing
so we obtain the following detection probability in the asymptotic case for the
P.C.c. which has the same false-alarm probability 0·001 as the analog.corrclator
detector, with a detection probability 0·90:
(3.44)

- 52-From fig. 16 it can bl;' ,een that a sample frequency lOW gives practically all
the available information in thc limited signals, and that fa~ter ~ampling is of
no avaiL We will see, however, that when auxiliary functions are introduced,
1~,stLT sampling givcs eln improvement in output SN R,
3.5. Output signal-to-noise ratio of an analog COrl"elator with an RC integrator

Although the processing of a bivalent signal obtained through ideal limiting
of a continuous signal is far easier th,ln the processing of the original analog
~ignal, it is none the less lrue thal ~t loss of information will result if the amplitude information is I'enloved. Mor~ovcr, it results in distorted correlation
functions,
Thi, ini'ormalion loss is eqLlivalent to a loss in out.put-power SNR of such a
eorrelalor in comparison with the highest att,tillable output SNR of the analog
e()rrclator. In other words, the uncert'.linty concerning the input sit1.lation (signal
s(l) either present or absent) will be larger than the corresponding uncertainty
1\)1' the all<lIog-correbtor detector.
For those '.lpplications where a correlation has to be measured between two
signals that tire Ilr~t ,hifted in time with mspcct to cach other, the required delay
oi' one bivalent signal is obtained with a shift register.
At reg,Ii<lr intervals, pulses arC fed to the shift register which will shift the
digital inrorrnMion already in the mgistcr and admit new input inl'ormation,
This new infOI']11<l1ion i~ the pobrity of the bivalent. signal at the input of the
shift rcgi~t.er during the presence of the shift pulsc, This sampling of the bivalent
functi()n results again in a loss of ini'(lrmation, since the values of the bivail;:nt
signal between two s<llllpling pubes are no longer taken into account, and this
informat.ion loos lowers the output SN R. This loss in output SN R arises from
only one hivalent time function, bl;Cc,nlsc only one of the two has te) be delayed.
The multiplication of two bivalenl time functions by means of logical
cin::uit!·y gives no additional information loss, There are two methods to
integrate the product signal. The simpkst is by means of a lowupass RC filter,
The other method, which will be used here for re,lS(lIlS o.plained below, is
integration with n counter. If the integration is carried Ollt by me,lns of an RC
low-pass filter, a loss in output SN R will occLir fol' integration limes large
COlllp,lred with the RC time constant. The voltage acro~~ the capacitor after a
time T (initial voltage zero) i~, ir h(t) is the input voltage (the bivalent product
signal), equal to
]'

(1/ RC){ h(1) exp {-(T - 1)/ RC} dl.
o

Because of thc exponential term, tho,e parts of the sign'.11 11(1) that come ,it
the end or the integration intcrval will be multiplied by a greater ractor
(appl'oximately unity) than those parts of h(t) occurring at the heginning

of the interval, where the factor is approximately exp (- T/ RC). It is as if this
integrator gradually loses its stored information.
It is assumed again that the input signals xCi) and y(i) of the analog correlator are stationary and Gaussian with flat spectral"density functions in the
band (-W, W) cycles per second.
For a continuous analog correia tor with an RC integratoJ:, the expressions
for the SNR at the integratOI: output after an integration time Tcontains rather
complicated integrals. In sec. 3.2.2 it was shown that for sufficiently large WT
and for a smnple frequency 2W, the sampled analog correlator gives the same
output SN R as the continuous analog correlator. Thus it is reasonable to
assume that the output SN R's of the two types of analog correlators, both with
an RC integrator, do not differ appreciably. On the other hand, we shall see
that the output SN R of a sampled RC analog correlater is mOrC easily calculated
than that of the continuous analog correlator.
Due to the imperfections of the RC integl'ator, we have an exponential
decay, so that th.;: output is given by the summation
2WT-l
U ""

_1_ ' \ ' x y exp::: (T - nl2 W) ,
2WT
RC

D ""
n=O

Now £(X.Y.J = E[X,Y,J by stationarity and we thus find the following expression for the sum of the series for the expected output of an analog correlator
with an RC integrator:
1-~p(ryR0

I

E[U]

=

-

2WT

exp (-TlRC)

1- exp (1/2WRC)

E[X"YII ]

,

(3.45)

Siner;; the samples are statistically independent in the signal-absent case, the
variance of the output is simply 2 WT times the variance of one sample:

1

'~--exp

4W 2 T 2

(-2T/RC)

J - exp (2T/ RC)

(3.46)

. E[X.2] E[Y.21.
1"- exp (2/2WRC)

From cqs (3.45) and (3.46) we obtain for the output SNR of an RC integrator
for small input SNR (small (2);

S)
E2[Ul
( N Clut = E[U 2 ]
here

(!

2

=

e

{I - exp (TIRC)} {I + exp (l/2WRC)}
{J --I- exp (TlRC)} {I -- exp (1/2WRC)} '

(3.47)

is the normalized correlation coerticient in the signal-present case,

-54To have any integration operation at all it is necessaty that WRC >:' I, and
we obtain then ror eq_ (3.47) the simpler formula

(S)
N

ollr

E'(U)

cxp(T/RC)-J

E[U')

cxp (TI RCl-i I

------------- 4 W RCa".

(3.48)

If we put T --, 4RC in eq. (3.48) we get
(SIN)",,, "" 2WTC2(O·48)

and this is equivalent to a loss in output SNR of 3 dB. A time constant of a
few ~cconds can fairly easily be realized with the existing resistors and capacitors.
Integration longer than a few seconds cannot he ohtained hy means of simple
analog cin;:uitry. All artificial enlargement of an RC time constant is possible
with an o[1cr<l-tional ampliJi.er (amplification A) to the new value ARC. The drift
of the ()pcrational amplifier causes statistical deviations of the wanted output
value and thef;c will inen;:,l5e with the integn~tion hnle. Therefore only a
maximum integration time of a few minutes can bc allowed_
If the signal that has to be integrated is bivalent, a counter can be Llsed
for long integration tirnes instead of an analog integrator. With a counter a
signal can be intcgrated for an inddinitely long time_ Moreover it seems reas()nable to assume that the present development of integrated circuIts will offer
cheap counters in the ncar future_
It is for these reasons that the output SNR's of diverse digital correlators
will be calculated under the assumption th<l-t u counter i~ L1~ed as integrator. The
results of these calculations can be used as approximate values for analog
integrators provIded these operate under circumstances where they function
approximMely as real integrators. The integration of a bivalent signal by
counting s,lmpks derived from it, means that in the: corrclator the sccond input
signal (the unddaycu one) i~ now ~ampkd too_ This gives again a loss in output
SN R, dependcnt, or com>e, on the finenc>s or the sampling, The calculations of
the output SNR of a polarity-coincidence correIa tor (p-ec.) showed that
~ampling the two input tinle functions with a frequency 2W and counting the
coincidcnccs in the sam[1ks will givc It loss or "",4 dB in output SNR compared to the ideal analog correia tor. This loss can be lowered to "" 2 dB by
sampling wit.h the higher frequency 5 (2 W), hut still rasler sampling, e.g. 16 (2 W),
produced hardly any eifect. Evidently the loss of 2 dB is the price th,lt h<l-s to
be paid in this example fOI' the amplitude information lost in limiting the
'lIla.log input. signals.
The qucf;lion now arise~ whether advantage is really taken of the gain in
information made possihle by higher sampling frequencies if only the limited
yel'~iolls of the two input signals are sampled. We hope to demonstratc that this
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Gertain auxiliary functions an:: added before limiting.
3.6. Difficulties in calculating the output SNR of correlators with auxiliary
functions
It has been proved in sec. 2.5.2 that under certain specified conditions the
following theorem is valid:

M[sgn {x(t)

+ 1rt (t) -1- tr~(r) + ... } sgn
= M[Q2o{X(t)}

{y(t)

+ 1r2(1) + t r4(t) + ... }1=

Q~.{y(t)}].

If Tis the finite observation time and if in this time Npulses have been generated
by the sampling pulse generator, then the content of the bidirectional counter is
N .... .l

U =

L sgn {x.

+ an} sgn

{Yn

+ bn}.

(3.49)

n=O

The sequence in which the values an and b. occur in time depends on the Rade,
n1<1cher [unctions that are USed in each combination and on the partition of the
coeflkients {-, t, ... between the Rademacher functions in the combinations.
If only those cases are considered where N is large and can be written as a
power of two, i.e. N = 2m, then a maximum number m of Rademacher
functions is a vailable_
The following question can now be asked. Will a better output signal-tonoise ratio in, say, the stochastio signal.detection Gase result from two combinations that give a large square lattice (fig. 17) where ~very point (level
combination) a., bn is only occupied onoe, Or will it result from two combinations
that give a small square lattice, e_g. 8 x 8 but where cvery point is occupied a
large number of times during the observation time?
2111h
,~--------~~~---------,
o 0 0 0 0 0 0
000
Q 0 0
Q 0

e

~

Q

o

"

8

o
Q

"
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"

Once
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~:OOOOQO
0

"
Q

o

o

Fig. 17. A Jarse square lattic~ that is scanned only once during th~ integration tim~ and a
small .quare l~ttke that is scanned a large number of times during the integration time_
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product W7', and here two extreme cases CHn be distinguished:
(a) WT,:,.:. I,
(b) WT·,,· I.

(a) WT <' I

This case is more of th~()rctieal than practical intereSl. The signals x(t) and
will not ch,lngc very much during the integration time T so that they can
be regarded a~ practically con~t.ant. A bctter output signal-to-noise ratio i5
obtained here by mealls or a fine quantization with a large squ,lre lattice than
by means or a Imge number or identical coar8e quantil..ations with
small
,quare l"nice.
(b) WT·., I
Thi:; i, the case most often encountered in pr,lc[ice and thel'eforc of considerable int.erest. Unfortul1<ltcly the output SNR wobicm cannot be ,olved here
eomplctcly by analytie mclhods because, ,1~ will be made clear, the number of
calculations that would he required i~ too large. It will b~ impossible, then, to
eompare e.g. the output SNR's obt'lir.eJ with a small ,1l1d with 11 large square
lallice.

y(t)

,I

Consider, for eX<lmpk, only tho~c;' combinations of Rademacher flWCllons
thut give a square lattice (8 \: 8). The mean v'.lIuc or the counter outpul, and
thus thc output signal component in the detection eX<lmple, will then be the
same for ,.Ill thl' combinations, and we have

The different variances of tl1(:; counter output~ (the output noise) ror all those
combinations that give <I ~qLlare lattice (8 X) will be different, because thesc
are determined by the manner in which t.he square lattice is scanned in time.
The variance in the signal-absent case .1'(1) . 0 (for which X(r) and YCI)
,lIT ,tatifotically independent) c,lI1 be written
Var [U] " .. L[LP] N-l r./- 1

(1/ N°);S
IJ_()

N

N'

L E[sgn (X" -,

a,,) ~gn (Y" -I-. b n ) ~gn (X,,, -:- a,,,) sgn (Y n,

+ b,,,)]

ceo

111=0

N- I ,"J". I

+(I/N")

~(n!~IfI)E[sgn(X"

1:

1 arr)sgn(X",-1 a",)]>;

,,;- 0 1/",·0

:.V;

F,[sgn (Yn . 1 h n) sgn (Y m -I- b",)].

(3.50)
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In order to determine the variance for one particular combination of cOnstants
(N~ -- N) generally different tCrms have to be computed (different correlation between samples, and different level combimltions),
Moreover, a number of similar caleuiatiqns have t(l be made ror different
proportions of input signal and auxiliary-signal amplitudes in order to see how
the amplitudes of the auxiliary signals have to be matched to the input sign,lls
to obtain a maximum out.put SNR for t.he particular combinatiqn under
consideration,
It can now be seen that, ~ven if (lnc e(lnsider~d only those cqmbinations that
give a fixed square lattice, the required number of calculati(ln, would still be
too large.
On the other b,md, it is possible to estimate the effect of the auxiliary function
on the output SNR. Such an estimate can be obtained by considering what will
be c<llled the indirect correlation scheme, We shall do this in the next section.
This in contrast to the correlation scheme discussed lip to now, which will be
called in tlw sequel the direct correlation scheme. [t is perhaps useful to remark
here that if the auxiliary function is random, thc difficulties in the computation
of the output SNR are not appreciably diminished.

{u;} and {hi}'

3.7. Indirect correlation scheme

rn ord<;r to get an idea of how the aUl(iliary functions will influence the output
SN R, a ~pecific example can be chosen that corresponds with a true q uantiwtion

of the input variables within a finite time, and in that ea5C the addition of the
auxiliary functions corresponds to a true quantization.
Let the total intcgration time Tbe divided into intervals all with a duration To,
and let the input signals of the correlator be constant dLlring each interval ToThe constant-input values in the (n + l)th interval of duration To are denot.ed
Xn and Yn' It will be shown that the addition of two Rademacher combination~
to these constant-input function~ before limiting will give a mean value of the
bivalent product function over the finite tim!;) To that is equal to the product
of the quantized input functions. But it is pcrhap, interesting to demonstr<ite
the in.fluence of Steinhaus-independent functions in gencral in the case where
the input functions are constant.
If x. and y" are constant during a time interval To and h,(t) and h 1 (t) are
St.einhaus-independent in this interval with thc distribution functions Fh,(a,)
and F hl (U 2 ), then
TO

(lITo) f sgn {x"
o

+ h,(t)} sgn {Yit + h~(t)} cit =

(3.51)

This follows immediately fwm the definition of Steinhaus independence,

-58Rec,luse h,(1) and /;1(1) are Steinhaus-independent we have
TO

f

(l 1'1',,)

V{x" - h, (ill V{y" - hl(t)} dt ~~

o
1'0

I

- (liTo)

Tu

U{x. - h,(t)} dt. (lITo)

o

f

U{y" -hAt)} dt,

o

where V{x" - hl(t)} and V{y" h2(t)} are t.he eharaet.erist.i.:; funct.ions of
respectively the sets {I: h,(I) <. x,,} and {t : hit) < y,,}.
Since
T~)

(I(r.,)f V{xlI-h,(t)}Jt

=

F/,,(x,,)

o

and

To

(I ITo)

f

U {y" - 11 2(r)} dr :. Fhlv,,),

o

we have
'('0

(liT,,))" U {x" - h,(t)} U{y" - h,(l)} dt

=

F" .(x")F,,,(y,,).

(3.52)

"
thing U(x) _.:

HJ

I sgn (x)}, eq. (3.52) can also be written
"'0

(liTo)

f

sgn {x"

-I- hl(t)}

:;gn

{y" -I- hl(t)} dt

=

"

(3.51 )

If it is as~umed that. the values x" and y. are hounded so that -A <. x" < A
and -A <: )'" -::: A and that two Steinhaus-independent signals 11 1(T) and 11 2 (1)
can be found such that (fig. 18)
x. <.:··A
(3.53)
I ..- 2F/, ,(-x.) ----A <. x" < A
I ,
x,,> A

{X~/~:

Fig. 18. A characteristic with u

lin~ar

part bdween . A

.<

X/1

< A.
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and
y" <-.A
·-.. A < t"
Y1l >- A

<

A

J

then the effect of the addition of the Steinhaus-independent functions on the
mean value of the product bivalent fUnction is a pure multiplication of the
input fllnction~ ;1;"n and til' Thus we would have
'fo

(l!1~)

J sgn {x" -I- h\(t)} sgn {y" -I- hit)} dt '= (l!A')x"Y",
<)

if ~A <: x"

<A

and

-A

< Yo <

(3.54)

A.

If hj(t) and h~(t) are sawtooth waves, they have the required distribution funclions. One can see, however, that two physically realizable sawtooth waves can
never be Steinhaus-independent in a finite time interval. In ("act the signal~ III(t)
and h.(t) should describe a so-called Peano curve -'3). A Peano CUrve is a continuous curve, a curve whose parametric equations are of the form u = h1(t),
v = hit) where h,(t) and hAt) are continuous in the interval, 0 ,,~t '.( To,
which passes through each point of the unit square.
A pure multiplication, then, cannot be realized in this W<ly. It is possible,
however, to find tW(J physically reali7able Steinhaus-independent time fUnctions
such that we have
TO

(1ITo)fsgn {XII -I- h1(t)}sgn {Ynl h2(!)}dt

= X"Q{YII}·

(3.55)

o

Here Q{Yn} is a quantizer characteristic with arbitrarily spaced levels. This
case can very simply be realized with the Rademacher functions. Suppose that
we have
h 2(t)

=

alrl(l)

+- ... + a,r.(t),

Furthermore it can be shown that

Now h\(/) i~ a physically realizable sawtooth signaL Substituting hlet) and h2(t)
into eq. (3.51) yields
To

(lITo)

J sgn

{x"

+ II I(t)} sgn {Ynl· h2(t)} dt

=-c

XnQ., ......Jy,,).

(3,56)

o

Because, for the reaSons already explained in ~ec, 3.5, a counter will be used
as integrator to measure the mean valLle, sampling must be applied. This
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means thm only those (;l\ses can be considered which result in a quantization
of both input functions. In other words, when it is desired t.o sample, only those
Steinhaus-independent fllnclion~ can be considered that (;i-\ch consist of a nnit~
IlU m ber of levels.
A further restriction is, that in the sequel only Combin(ition!-i of Rademacher
fUrlctions that result in equal-step quantization arc considered. Therefore
TO

(liTo)

I sgn

{x" -I-

-v, (I) -I lrJ(r) I ... } sgll

{.I'" -I-hUll h(t)·+· _.} dl _.

o

(3. 57)

It will be shown thal the addition of two Rademacher combinations each
consisting of four equidist<mt levels gives a considerable improvement in the
output SNR in CO)llparison to a polarity-coincidence correlation. Four level>
for ~ach auxiliary fl)nction will give 16 level cowbin,nions, so that 16 samples
pulses are used during a time interval To. Morc gain in output SNR could be
obtained by laking more Jevels and thus :;ampling mon; frequently in the time To,
but only the case of fOLlr levels will be con~id(;:red hcre. If one sample5 too fast
in an attempt to achieve the additiona I gain in output SN R, the switching speed
of the digital elements may be troubksomc. Even if faster sampling i~ possible,
the number of digital elements required will increase in most applications. Thus
the sample frequency chosen m,.lY dcpend llpon the sa.;:riiice onc is willing to
make in complexity to attain 1I better output SN R. The scheme considered t.hu~
t1n i5 restricted to the correlation of two constllnt input signals, but it will now
be made clear how the principle can be u~ed for correlating ;irbitrary input
sign,lls.
If two arbitrary signals x(l) <lnd yet) arc ~ampled at regular intervals To the
following time series ,He obtained:
(II -- 0, 1,2,. , .)

and
(11

="

0, I, 2, .. ,j,

The sample values x" and y" can be maintained uuring each interval
nT <: I <: (/1 -I- 1)1;, (with n = 0, 1, 2, ... ), so t.hat two boxcar signah x'(t)
and /(t) are obtained (sec fig. 19). In that case it is correct to write
NTu

(I/NTo)

I

sgn {x'(t) -I !r,(r) I ;}r,,(t)

o

N-'
11=0

-+ ' .. },
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r-r"---- let)
x(t)

Pig. 19. The input Sigll~ls ...-(t) and y(t) and their correspond ins: bo~~ar ,igMi; x'(r) atld y'(I).

ThiS will be called the indirect correlation scheme because it fh~t changes the
inpllt functions xCt) and y(t) to the boxcar signals x'(t) and /(t) before the
auxiliary functions arc added, and corresponds with thc result that can be obtained by processing pulse-code-modulated (P.C.M.) input signals.
The output SNR obtained with the indirect method can now be calculated
if the time interval To is chosen such that T,) = 1/2W (W bandwidth of xV)
and yU», becau~e then X" and X", (n *- m) and also Y" and Y", (n *- m) arc
statistically independent and consequently also Q{X,,} and Q{X",} (n 7'= m)
and Q{Y,,} and Q{Ym } (n -f m).

3.8. Output SNR with indirect correlation schemes
3.8.1. "Shifl-invariallt independent" function.I'
. Suppose that each of the two auxiliary functions consist~ of q Rademacher
functions (r, (t) has a period To). The Rademacher functiOn with the highest
index number has the index 2q, so that To is divided into 2'· intervals and this
gives a pulse period

After the integration time T (multiple of To), the pulse generator has given
(2WT)2 ZQ pulses, and the content of the counter divided by this 1ll1mber is

I

T

u = (liT)

f sgn

{x'(t)'1 h(t)

+ ;!-r,(t) + ... + -

;,:" (I/2WT2 ZQ )

I) ( + 2' 1)

2WT-J{
(
2'1
2: sgn x" + --."_(I

r2q-r(t)} X

2"

o

2

sgn y"

--q-

2

--I
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+ .. '

I ,gn

(XII _ 2/' 2;-1) sgn (YII _ :.'/ ; . ~)} ._
2W'J'- 1

(3.59)

Two extreme cases can be distinguished.
(a) Amplitude or the auxiliary signal if> zero

The qu,lntization degenerates t.owards a limiting operation. The output of
the COllrlter is
2WT, .. I

II ....

(1/2 11fT) L: sgn (x,,) sgn (.1'1/)'
,,-0

This i.~ equivalent to the output of a poi<tritY-G(lincidence correia tOT (P.c'c')
with independent samples; as we hav~ seen, this gives a loss in outplll-power

or

signal-to-rlOise T<1tio
10 log (n2/4) "",. 3·t) dR.
(b) Input signals arc zero

The countcr O\ltput is
2WT-·,

fJ:"()

Thus the output signal-to-noise ratio will approach 7.ero for vanishing input
signals.

It will be shown now that lin optimum output SNR can be obtained if the
right propol'lion between the amplitudes of input and auxiliary signals is chosen.
We have seen in sec. 3.3 that t.he mean or expected value of tbe counter output
in the signal-present case is

(3.29)
n -

I

For q -- 2 we have
l:;[UJ "'=; (Sc/I(,n) {exp(-1/32()'~)1 cx p(-9j320'2)}2.

Because w~ have independent. samples, the variance
<lbsent ca,c)
Var

[Ul . E[(J2].,

(1/2WT) E[Q2,,z{X,,1
. ~ (1/2 WT) £2 [Q 2 i {X,,)J.

or the

output i~ (signal-

Q2.,2{YII11-(3.61 )

I;Or q .... 2 we have (sec .fig. 20)
:~/4

f::[Q4' {X,,}]··

2[(2/4)2 / p(x) dx -I (4/4)"
1/4

(3.60)

I p(x) dx],
.3/4
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-1

Fig. 20. The quantizing characteristic Q .. Ca) with equal step, anll 4

Ili~continuitie,.

where p(x) = {1/(2na:»II'} cxp (-x~/2a') is the Gaussian density fUllction.
The variance can also be expressed as a function of
I
w(;.;) ~- ~---

f

x

(2n)lI~_ '"

e"p (_y2/2) dy,

thc unit normal distribution function. By doing so we get

VaT [UJ = (4/2fVTW) {16 -124>(3/40') -44>(l/40')p.

(3.62)

With eqs (3.60) and (3,62) we have for the output SNR

(8/n)2{exp (-1/320'2)

+ exp (-9/320")}42WT(!'

(3.63)

4{16 - 121Ji(3/40') - 4<P(l/40'jp

Val' [UJ

The output-SN R curve, expressed in units of the output SNR of ,1)1 .malog
correIa tor is drawn in fig. 21 as a function of fl_ A maximum ()utput SN R msults
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Fig. 2t. The output "ignat-h}-noise ratio, of various corrd~tor, ~s " f\ln~t.ion of the st~ndard
deviation ,J of the two input noise signals X(I} unci Y(I) (the numbe~ 0-41 on thG PJ • L
5C~)C ,hO\IIO l'e~d 0'38),
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if thc input noise is cho,c;en sLlch that 2/4 < (f < 3/4, where the snl,tlkst distance
between two levels of ooe auxiliary function is 1/2.
:
The m,lximllm in the olltput·SN R curve, i.e. 0·84 (2 WT)e, is gr~,\ter than
the output SN R 0·64 (2 WT)r/ of a r.c.c. with the same sample period
1/32W. A gre,lt~r output SNR could or course be obtained if q > 2.
Up to now thc Rademacher functions were equally distribuh:d over both
combinations, so that they each had the s,lme numbcr or levels. How will the
output SNR be intluenced if' all Rademachel' functions (4 in the examplc
q - . 2) are Llsed to huild one combination and a. second combination is not
Uf,cd at all (see fig. 22)7

4- Levels
4- Levels

16 Leoels

Fig. 22. I'W() poriodic ",hill-invariant ind~p~rIlJenl" functions jll the interval roo c"~n with
four levels, Hnd (lnly one periodic runction in the sam~ interv,11 To b\lI with 16 levels.

The output of the CQ\JrHcr is then
2WT-l
II

.~ (lI2 WT)

L sgn (xn) Q I ~ {.v,.}.
n=-=O

The output SNR can very simply be calculated in the asymptotic case q---;. 90:
2W'l'-1

lim (1/2WT)
q_u:)

:L

sgn (.);"") Q2"(Y")

=

rr::-O

2WT-1

~.

(1/2 WT)

Z; Yn sgn (x n),

ir

< ..F" <: I.

11=0

This corresponds with a «day <.:orrchl.(ion.
3.8.2. Relay corrl'/atirlfl hy means q/olle- auxiliary SiRNa!

3.11.2.1. General remarks
A corrclator based on the measurement of
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(IJT) Jy(t) sgn {X(I- r)} dt
o

is called a relay correlator 15).
The instrumentation !,)f a relay correIa tor is much simpler than that of an
analog correlator. The reason is that the bivalent signal sgn {x(l)} can be
delayed with a shift register, and the signals y(/) and sgn {x(t ~ 'I')} ean be
multiplied together with a relay (hence the name relay eorrelator) or electronic
switch (see fig_ 23).
An electronic switch is not ideal, however, so that there is always a finite
ratio between the resistance in the open and closed conditions_ Because of this,
a part of-·y(t) is always integrated when only yet) should be integrated and
vice versa.

X~'---lI'---lI'---lIL.......JI---1I-,-I_-.J..-,..-1

L-I

fsgn{x (t-r')}

,rreiaY

y(t)~

~y(t) ----'"

W

Fig. 23. Basic scheme of a relay eorrclatoL

For a certain class of input signals x(l) and yet), the cross-correlation function
and the relay"correlation function are the same, except for a constant factor.
Thus we have
'f

'('

lim (lIT) I yet) sgn {x(t ~ ,)} dt

=

o

c lim (lIT) f y(!)x(t - r) dt.
T··, 00
o

(3.64)

Bussgang 34) demonstrated that if x(t) and y(t) have a bivariate normal
distribution, one of the two can be arbitrarily distorted in a non-linear nomemory device (an example of which is the limiter) without. changing the shape
of the cross-correlation function after the device, thus (see fig. 24)

M[Y(I)f{x(t - r)}]

= cM[y(t)x(t -

'1')]-

(3.65)

Nuttall 35) called this pn)pcrty the "invariance property". He showed that for
all processes that are separable, i.e. for which

f

yp{x, y; (!(r)} dy,.-,- g(;<:Mr)

is valid, the invariance property holds.

·······66··

YW

yet)

~

.1 NO~-I
iilMr I
No-memo!y

x(t)

• f{K(t)}

Fig. 24, NOIl-lil1~ar no-memory t"(lI1Srorm~tiOI1.

The class or Gaussian processes is a subdass or scpanlble processes, Nuttall
has given Some other examples of separable processc.s:
(a) any wave alternating between two amplitudes (j and b, ranJomly or otherwise;
(b) any i'reqltCncY"1110dlJlnted or phase-modulated wavc in which thl;) (swtionaryl modulation i~ independent of the carrier phase,
In mo,t <lpplicl1tions, however, the sLatist:ic~ of t.he input processes are unknown, so that it is impossible to say whcl.her (he invariance property holds
or nol.
The output of a relay correhnor with Gaussian input ~ignals can be COIll"
puLed wi(.i1o'lt difficulties and gives the wcll"known result 15)
ElY sgn (X)] -.;

I I y sgn (x) p{x, Y; C(T)} dxdy

- (2/n) 112(,),~('(),

(3,66)

I-Ien; g(T) is the normalized correlation function or the input function and
2

.
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u" 1

is the hivariate normal-density function. The proportiOl1uJity hctor is thus in
this case:

If the relay correlatiOI1 is re,llized by means of one au)(iliary function with a
brge number of levels wI': have the advant.age of an idealmultiplielltiol1 (because
it is now completely digital) and, if w<Hlted, an arbitrarily long integration time
is p()~~ibk because a counter can be used. In this way the practical dilJieulties
with conventional rd,.ty eOrl'l;:\ation can be avoided.
3,8.2,2, Output SNR of the rclay corr<;latoJ'
II" we use the boxcar signals x'(t) and /(1) with a Gaussian normal-density
function as the input signals, and if the single <luxiliary function ha, a largo;:
number or levels, then the counter output aftcr a time Tis
lW"/"-l

/I

-~

(l/2WT) ).; sgn (x,,) Q~.,,(y,,)
11-0

%

(l/2W1) 2..: sgn (x,,)Y.,
II:':::{)

-67-I < Y. < 1, for all n.
The mean value is

E[Uj --, £[sgn (X.)Y.l

=

err/2In)"',

(3.67)

The variance in the signal-absent case (s(t) - 0) is
Var (U]

=.

E(U']

=

(l/2WT) E[Y/sgn2(X,,)j

= (l/2lfT)0'/.

For statistically independent sampks X"' X", and Y", Y,., where m
output SNR of the relay correlator is thus

(NS)

[E2Uj,(t)

-

= - - 'aut

-::.:

(2/n) 2WTC'

=

(0'637) 2WTe2.

(3.68)

*- fI,

the

(3.69)

Var [Uj

A comparison oflhis result with the output SNR of a correlator with "shiftinvariant independent" functions (fig. 21) sh()ws that the latter is better. On
the other hand the output SNR of a P.c.c. with a sample ('n;:quency 32W and
a relay correlator with statistically independent samples do not differ appreciably. It is possible, however, by taking stati~tically dependent samples,
to get a better output SN R with a rclay correlator than with a P.CC This
is not surprising since in a relay correIa tor the amplitude information of only
Ont input signal is thrown away, while in a P,c'C. the amplitude information
of both input signals is dc~troycd, It will also be clea, now, that it is possible
by using '"shift-invariant independent" functions to partly regain the information loss that occurs in the P.Cc. and the relay correlator.

3.8.3. Ral1dom auxiliary signals
In order to compare the output SN R in this case with that of "~hift-invariant
independent" functions, the random auxiliary signals that arc added to the
boxcar signals x'(t) and let) will be chosen such that they each have the same
number of equidistant levels 2" and that (l/2W) (1/2~·) is the smallest duration thal an arbitrary level is present (thi~ i~ also the sample period).
The output SNR of the COU\lt~r after the same integration time will certainly
be smaller in the case of random auxiliary signals than in the case of "shiftinvariant independent" signals jf thc input signals x'(r) and y'(t) are small.
This can easily be seen by means of the following argument, fn the case of
"shift-invariant independent" fUlJctions, the variance of the output will approach zero .if x'(t) and /(t) get smaller and smaller. On the other hand, the
variance in the output will not approach zero if random auxiliary signals arc
u~ed, because what will remain is the variance of the integral of thc product
of the limited random functions.
The ensemble of possible counter oulput~, each divided by the total number
of samples can be represented by

-682W'/"-1

U

. (1/2WT2 Z,,)

:s

{sgn (XII -I- A,.,,) sgn (Y" 1 81.,,) 1 ...

iI-- /)

~gn (X,,'i A ZZ<I./I)

sgn (Y II

+ B 2'''./I)},

(3.70)

where the st()(:haslic variables

denote th~ ~nsemble or sample pairs derived from the auxiliary 8ignals al
regular instants in time. In the case q = 2, each random auxiliary lime function can take only fom possible levels. The value of a nmdolTI aUlliliary func-

lion III a cert<lin instant is one of the fOllr

n~llnbers

3/4, 1/4, -1/4 and -3/4.

It has been shown by Veltnl<ln ct al. 3) and by Jespers er <II. 4) that for best

results, the random auxiliary functions have to be st,ltistically independent.
For the level combination 0/4, ····-1/4) it is thus ncec~sary lhal we have
f[A k ."

_.

01,

il l • m

--

-ll . ?lA"" -, il

(3.71)

P[il"m -_. -l].

11" the sixteen level combinations are equally probable, caeh combination has ,:1.
probability of 1/16.
Nexl we assume that. thc lw() ensembles at diflercnt instants in time which
are derived from each auxiliary function ,lrC slati~tically independent. Thu~ we
have

and
where ~imilar relations hold for the remaining fifteen level combinations,
Furthermore the f<ll1dom variables X" and X"+N' and also Y" and Y,,+/.,
(k I 0) are statistically independent. Hence it i~ possible to express the variance
of the OUt.p~lt ,if\cr 2 WT analog sumpks in terms of the val'ianc!;) of one analog
sample. We therefore obtain
Var (UI .- E[U"j - (I/2Wrj t:rU,,"J,
where
U"

=

(1/16) {sgn(X"

+ A",,) sgn (Y

n

I B L ,.) +.,.·1
..Lsgn(X" ! A,6.,,) ,gn (Y"

+ B"",,)}.

The expression for the val'iance of Un in thc signal-absent case is equal to E[ U/]
and contains 16 terms that each have an expected value 1, while the n:maining 16 2 - 16 tcrrn~ all have the S,IIllC expected value. Th~ls wc have
Var rUnl ~- EfU.."l .. (I/W) {16 + /6(16-1) F[sgn (X" + A,.,,) :/
:/ sgn (X" -+ A I,,,)] L'[sgn (Y" .+. B"",) sgn (Y II -I- il,.,,)]),

k

-=1=

I.

-69The random variables A k ... and AI ... are statistically independent; consequently
they give the same result as two Steinh;ius-independent auxiliary functions, each
with four levels_ Hl::nce

A similar expression holds for the variable 1';,. Substitution of these results in
the expn:ssion for thl;) variance gives
Val' [Un]

=

(I/W) {16

+ 240 £[Q/(Xn)] E[Q/(Yn)]}.

In the same way as we obtained (3_62) from (3.61) we obtain here

£[U/] ~ (l/W) {16 -I- 60[4 - 3W(3/4r:r) - 1>(1/40')]2}.

(3.72)

Thus fa, small input signal-to-noise ratios, the OU.tput signal-to-noise ratio can
finally be written

(N

.~~) ~ F.2_r.~!~!_,_)_
"'"

Var [U]

=

~13/n)~{exp (----1/320-')
16

+ 60 {4 -

+ exp (--9/320-'W 2WT(!".

(3.73)

3$(3/4<1) - c]J(I/4o-W

The output SNR curve as a function of r:r is shown in fig. 21. Compa,ison of
this curve with those of ()thcr correlation methods yields the following results_
(a) The maximum output SNR with random auxiliary signals, each consisting
of four I;)quidistant and equiprQbablc Icvcl~ is ahout I dB smalkr than the
maximum output SNR with "shift-invariant independent" functions, and about
2 dB smaller than the output SNR of an analog corrdator. If this is expressed
in ternls of the integration time fot an analog correlator having the same
output SNR, we get
T"'n<!otTI - I ·51 T,n.! •• (for maximum output 0-66 e'2 WT),
T"li"_ItWM",n, IMo".n'.n, = 1'1 9 l~n.'oo (for maximum output 0·84 ei2 W1)
(b) However, for r:r in the approxjmate interval (3/4) < r:r < (5/4), the
random-auxiliary-signal method gives a ~omewhat bette, output SNR than
both the relay corrdatof with statistically independent samples and the P_CC.
It can be shown that by taking more levels and by using higher sample frequencies the output SNR of a correlator with random auxiliary functions can
be improved such that the maximum of the curve approaches the output SNR
of the analog correlatOL
3.9_ Comparison of the direl:t and indirect correlation schemes
In sec. 3.6 we indicated why a general solution of the output-variance problem
in the direct correlation scheme was practically impossible to obtain, For those
reasons t.he indirecc correlation method was introduced in order to calculate the

-70output SNR. It thus will also not bl;: p(l~~iblt u) compare the SNR's of the
two methods under t.he ~amc circumstance, for all possible R'I.demaehcr com·
binations. A spccilic case, however, can be chosen for which the output SNR's
can be computed by both methods so that they can be compared, It will
be shown that the din::ct method gives a better res\]lt t.han the indirect method
in thai case. Before doing this, it is perhaps usd'ul to point out the practical
superiol'ity of tbe direct method over the indirect method, Bec,tlIse the box,
c,lr signal~ in the indirect method are constant over a timt interval To it is
only meaningful to delay One of the derived bivalent signals over a multip\;;:
or 'to, although a samp\!;) pcriod To/2'" is ll~ed (if II Rademacher fUneti(lns
are used in one combination).
Sine", th.;:rr;:f(m:, not all taps on the shift register CUn be cmployed, the indirect
method is rcstrided in its applic1ltion, With the dired method, however, the fact
thaI tile auxiliary func·tions arc "shift-invariant independent" guarantees that
any arbitnlry delay of a bivalent signal is an allowed operation and hence also
any delay hy a multiple of the sample period ToI2"". Another conclusion is
thM the ditect method can handle highcr,freqllcncy input signuls than the indirect method.
We have secn in sec. 3.6, where the "diiJicullics in the calculation of the
Olltput SNR of conelators wil:h auxiliary runctions" were considered, why the
c,llcubtion of the variance ror the dIrect method gives computational difficulties.
The variance or the counter output could he written
.'1/- 1 N-l

Z;

Var [UJ - (liN") {N

:s (ti -;. m) F[sgn (X" + a,,) sgn (X,,,

! am)]'

11=0 1/1::-0

The sequcnce (a" Ii,), (ah bJ,
(a,., h,,) is given by the combinations of
Rademacher functions that. arc u,cu. There i, one partic\llar case for which
lhe: variance can easily be c,ilcuiateJ, i.e. for which Xu and X", and also YI>
and Y", (II f' m) arc 5tati~tically independent. This C,!S(;l Gorrcsponds with one
sample in the timc interval 1/2W. Consid~r again the case q "., 2. Since the
samples ,H'e statistically independent, thc variance of the outPllt <if'ter N samplcs
is related in a simple way to the variance of the output after 16 samples
(corresponding with ,\ complete lattice). This rela tion is
L[U2]

where N is an

int~gcr

(II N) EIU..") =~ (16j2WTj L[U/],

multiple of 16 and where

U" _. (lfI6){sgn (X,,'H) sgn (Y,. 1

.+Moreover, because the

sample~

lJ

1- · 1 -

sgn (X""

IS -

.~) sgn (Y"+,, - D}·

art statistically independent, the variancc i,

-71completely independent of the way in which the square lattice i~ scanned in
time, Thercrore all possibk Rademacher cornbinations that yield one complete
lattic~ arter 16 samples give also the same output variance, In ordcr to evaluate
the variance of U" we proceed as follow~:
Var
=

rUnl =

£[U/J '-'

(1/162) E[{sgn (X"

+ i) sgn (Y• .+ t) + ' .. +
-I-

~gn (X,,+ 15 -

D sgn (Y.".

,~ - J) }2].

(3.74)

This v,lriancc car'! also be written as

n

+

Var [UJ "-" ([fl6·) £[ {sgn (X,,·I
sgn (YII
'U ··1· .,' -I- sgn (X" + " - 1) x
:.-; sgn (Yn+ 1 5 -". t)} {sgn (x,.+ 16 -I- t) sgn (Y,,+ ,6·11-)
+ sgn (X,'+), -t)x:
x sgn (Y"+ J I - i) }] -!- (1/16)
..",(1/16') E[sgn (X. -It) sgn (Yn + i) sgn (Xn+ 16 + i) sgn (Y.+ 16 + i)l
-(1/16 2 ) E[sgn (X" + J
sgn (Y,,+ 1 .j- ;}) sgn (X"'I"? -Isgn (Y.+'7 + t)]I'

+

+ ...

+ +)

-(1/16 2 ) E[~gn (X",.

q

n

-1) sgn (Y"+ 15 - J) sgn (X'+ 31

-

i) sgn (Y"+),,

+

- l)].
(3.75)

The step from eq. (3.74) to eq, (3.75) needs perhaps Some elucidation. Squaring
the Slim or 16 terms in eg. (3.74) will give 16 2 terms, and eq, (3.75) is written
SO as to conveniently combine all these terms. Introduction of the extra term
sgn (Xn+ 16 +

t) sgn (Y,,+ 16

·1.. :})+ ...

+ sgn (X,,+31 - t) sgn (Y,,+:ll -.il

into Lhe first part of cq. (3.75) simplifies this part Lo

m

(II W) £[{sgn (X" + D sgn (Y" + t) + ... -I-- sgn (X.+ 1 5 - -.1) sgn (Y,,+ 15 x
X {sgn (X,,+ 16 ·1 1) sgn (YH I ~ + i) -+ .,' -I- sgn (XI/H ,-'i) sgn (Y.+31~i)}1=
= E2[Q ..(X.) Q4(Y,,)] = 0,
for the ~ignal.absent case.

There arC 16 terms among the Lotal 16" product terms in the revised first part
of eq. (3.75) that do not correspond with similar terms in eg, (3.74). It is
necessary, therefore, to subtract these 16 tCrmg from the first part of eq. (3.75)
in order to achieve equality between eq. (3.74) and eg. (3.75). On the other
hand, there are 16 tcrms which each have an expected value 1 in eq. (3.74)
that do not occur in the 162 product termS of the revised first part of eq. (3.75);
therefore, the number 1/16 has to be added in eq. (3.75) so that the two
equations will give the same result, Since the procegses X(t) and Yet) are
statistically independent in the signal-absent case and, likewise the sample
pairs (X" and X,,,) and (Yn and Y",), (n j:. m), the 16 terms with a minus sign
can be written
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"<,

\~

~

1'1

~F[Sgn(X"

Ilpll]L'(sgn(Y"I-lpJ]Fbgn(X",: lpdlE[sgn(Y",-I-th)].
(3,76)

_,",-_,,

Expression (3,76) can also bc wrillen

"1- I

"1'

a~

I

I

J

4

1~4[sgn (X,. +- orPl)).

(3_77)

Thclirst Pilrt of (3,77) can be conccived as rcpn::,enting the points of the lattice
in one quadrant cxcept the diagonal points, while the second part rcpresents
thl;) points on the diagonaL
Inserting (3_77) into the expression for the variance 01- U givc:;
Vat' [VJ ,= E tV'j ---, (16/2WT)

{l/16 - (1/64)

*'=l~}tl /- pJ £2

.\ F2 [sgn (Y" -:-- JpJ]-- (1/64)

± .£4PI -

[sgn(XII-I-lp,)l X

[Sgll (X" I·

~-PI)l}'

(3.78)

L

After substituting (3.29) and (3_n) into the dcJinition of the output SNR, we
obtain for it weak input ~ig)]al

(,NS)

IHlt

(8/n)2{exp (-1/320-") I exp (-9j32,P)}' 2W1~2

(3_79)

... _---------_.".,,_.
. .... ---_ .. _ - - - - - - - _ .
16[16-8{2rJ)(J/4a) -I V{21>( 1/4,/)- I F-4{2rJ)( 1/40-)' I}" 4{NJ(3/4o-)-1 tl

The Olltpul SNR ,ts il function of tJ is drawn in fig_ 25_ It can be seen that the
fUnction increases monotonically, to an asymptotic value (4/n")(!"2WT This
asympt.otic value is rcached if the auxiliary functions are zero and is in con·
currence with the 0utp~Jt SNR of a P_CC with indepcndent samples (sample
freq uency 2 W)_
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fig. 25. The output ,igl'lal-lo-noise ratios for the <.Iirect and indirect correlatioll method, with
shift·invarhlnt independent allxiliary function, wh~re each has four levels, for a ,ampl~ ffe·
quency 2 W, as it fl1nction of the st~ndard devialion ~ of the input noise ,ignul>x(r) and Y(I).

Seen from the SN R viewpoint, then, it is advantageOLLs to apply no auxiliary
signal at all if, for practical reasons (e.g. limited switching speed of the digital
eh:mcnts), only independent sampks can be taken.
In. sec, 3.8, I the output SN R for a sample frequency of 16 (2 W) cycles per
second was calculated for the indirect scheme.
If a sample frequency of 2 W cycles per second is used it is evident from
eq. (3,63) that the output SNR will be 16 times smaller th;;l.n the calculated
output SNR with a sample frequency of 16 (2 W).
The,efore the output SNR for a samph; frequency of 2 W cycles p~r second
will be

S) =
( N 0<"

{::p

(8/,-,;)2
(-1/320"') + exp (-9/32(),2W
64{16-12r;P(3/4a)-4<P(1/40'W

2WTe',

(3.80)

This output SN R as a function of 0' is drawn in Jig. 25,
A comparison with thf; curve found by the direct method under the same
circumstances yields the rollowing results.
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For small values of the input r.m,s,-noise value up to f1 ""=' (I '75)/4 the in
direct met.hod is best; above that value the direct method becomes superior,
The asympt.otie val LIes for the di rr;c.\ and indirect Inethods, i ,e, the val ues valid
for large input (J or, c4uivaiJ:ntly, for small ltu)(iliary ~igniils, dilfer by a filctor
of sixteen,
It is difficult to milke any precise Stiltements, on the bilsis of this comparison
using a sample frequency of 2 W cycles per second, concerning the SN R curvcs
of the dircct method (different combinations of Rademacher functions) if a
siwlple frequency of 16 (2W) cycles per second is used.
lJnd()uo(edly the output-SNR curves of both methods will coincide if the
lallices nrc scanned in smaller and smaller time int"erval~ ilnd th us illso in
smaller sample periods, But this insight docs not reveal Iww far this convel-genee towards coincidence has already progres,ed for a sample frequency
of 16 (2W) cycles per second, Nevertheless the OUlput SNR curves of the
two mc(.hods Cilllllot differ very much, so that the calculated output-SN R curve
of lhe indired method can servc ilS an estimate for the direct method,
On the other hand the asymptotic valLIe of the output SN R for a ~ample
frC4UeJlcy 01- I(i (2 W) cycles pel' second with the direct method is known, i,e,
(2W'1I/)(O-64) and correspond, to the Qut.p~lt of <J P,Cc. with the same sample
period, Hence the OlHput SN R for large valueb of (J is beller with the direct
method, bCcausc the indirect method will only have the asymptote(2 WT(1)(O'405)
for a sample frequency or 16 (2W) cycles per ~cc()nd,
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Het meten van correiatiefullctics van signalen is lUI. van be1i\ng in de radioastI'onol11ie, ,lkoustiek, seism()l()gic, bij het ondcr:wek van turbulcnlies, electroenceph<t.logran·lmen, me-chanisch~ trillingen cn kernreactor~n. Verder worden
correi<l((lrcn gcbruikt <115 ontvangers ill sp,ciale radar., sonar- en telecol1ll11unicalicapparatU\lr. In ecn electronischc correlator worden de signaalbcwcrkingen vertragcn, vcrmenigvuldigcn en integrercn toegepast. Indicn deze
bewerkingcn met analoge tec.hnicken gere,liiscerd worden d,m gecft dit in de
pmclij k grote l110cilij khcden.
Hcl doel van dit prodschrit't is een be,chrijving van een ecnvolldige m.ethode
le geven, waardo()r CL'" verz<\meling analoge ing,lngssignalen wordt omgezet in
een vcrl.arneling bivalente signalen, wdanig dat de correlaliet'Llnctie van de
verzame1ing Hnalogo: sigmtlen hi,i ben,ldcring gelijk is <Ian die van de verzameling
bivalentc signakll. Hl'l rncten Vim CCll correlatieful1(:lic: van <'en vcrz:lmcling
bivalente signaien g;:cft geen w!:zcnlijke moeilUkhcdcn omdal in dil geval de
bewerkil1gcll verlragen, vern1elligvuldigen en integreren met eenv(ludige digitale
bOllwstencn gc['ealiseerd kunnen worden. Yom de genoemde onnctting wordt
gl;Cbruik gernaakt van ecn vCJ'Zameling hutpsignalen W(.I,Hllan de eigenschilp
gegcvcl1 wordt dat. dc7.c op cen eindig tijdsintervdl onafhankclijk zijn, ook indicn
deze hulpsignlllen onderiing Co.v. elbar in de tijd vcrschoven zjjn. Functies
dil: ondcrling cen dergelijke onafhill1kclijkheid bezitten worden "verschuivings-invariantc onafhankelijke" t'unctles genoemd. Als een theof(:lisch en
practisch intereSSill11 voorheeld van zo'n vcrzameling "vc.rschllivings-invariantc
onaflwnkehjkc" hulpflillctie" worden de biva1cnlc Rademacher fllm:lies gegeYen. AangL:toond wordl dat cen verwmelil1g hulpsigna\.;:n die de zo j\list
gcnoemde onafh,1l1kdijkheid belitten, gesehikt zijn VO(lr dl: omletting V,m de
verzameling ;malogL' signalen nailr de vcrzarneling bivalente signalen.
Een bel<lngrijk kwaliteitserit<:riurll voor een correlalor is de hoeveelhcid onzekerhcid in het gemeten resllllaat aan de llitgang vall een eorrclalM, nadat
gcdllrcndc cen !ijd Tgc;mcl(;li is. Dele ho~vt:dhc:id onzekerheid kan kWHlltitatief
worden uitgedrllkl in de z.g. uitg,mgssignaal-ruis-verhollding aan de uitg,lI1g van
een eOITc1alor. LJe signaal-rllis-verholldingen V,ln de llitgangen Han v"rsehillende
$oortcn corrc1atorcn worden, voor een voor all(; correlaton;n "clrde signaalmodd, bepaald en vcrgeleken. De heschouwde correl,lt\m:n zijn achtereenvolgens: de conlirluc ana loge cmrclator, de bemonstcrdc ana\oge eorrclator, de
polaritcils-coincid~ntic-corrdator, de correialM met "verschllivings-invariantc
onllfhankelijke" hulpfllncties, de retais correlator, en de correlator met
statistisch onafhankelijke hlllpfllnClies.
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Corr-elation techniques a~e widely Ilscd in many field, of engineering. [n electronic equipment
the correlation function of analog ,igmd, i~ often found with the aid of analog d~lay lines,
llll.ltiplicrs and integrato,". However, th", electrollic operations of dclay, multipii/;ation and
integration over long times are easier for bivalent signals. The object of thi, di~,ertation i,
to find a 'Ilitable transformation from a set of analog inpl)t signals to a set of bivalent ,ignals,
such that the correlation funct ions defined for the ~ct of analog input signals are closely
approximated b)' those defined (01' the set of bivalent signal>. The transformation, explained
at the end of chapter 2, is accomplished by adding One member of a set of "shift-invariant
independellt" au~iliary t\1netion$ to each member of the set ofunalog signals. At evel')' instant
of time, the sign of cach mem bcr of the ;,e[ of sum signals is detel'mined by a hard limitcr,
thus obtaining the rcql,lired ,et of biv"lent signals, It is proved that thc corrclation fu net ions
among member. of the set of bivalent signals are the same as those of the $et of ~nalog input
.ign"I., after each of the input signals has bee'\ passcd thrOl,lgh a non-lin~." dement with"
characteristic determined by the distribution fllncth;>n of the corresponding au"iliary signal.
The notion of"shift-invariant independence" is a restricted notion of Steinll,IlIS independence
and i, .imilar to that of statistical independel1c~.
An interesting and useful s<;t of "shift-invariant independent" fllnctions is the set of Rademacher function,. The,c biv"lent fundions can be simply gener,ltcd in ~ binary COllntor fed
with a periodic train of pliises, Signals of more than two I<;vcl~ can be generated by making
linear combinations of the Rademacher functions, a procedure which is e,LSY to implement.
It is demonstratcd that linear combination, are abo "shift·invariant independent", provided
they do not contain comm(ln Rademacher functions, Combinations that result in sig~als with
uniformly spaced Icvel, and in which the average duration of evcry level is the same, arc of
spedal importance. It is finally suggested, at the end of the second chapter, that the lISC of
ftlnction, which are shift-invariant independent in a tinite intc[v~1 HS all.ili~ry signal, r~,ult,
in Ie" un~~rl"inty in the meaSured correlation function th~n arisQs fronl the us~ (If mnd(lm,
'Iatistically independerlt auxiliary signals,
In chapter 3, the OLltput power signal-to-1lOise r~tio (SNR) has, fOr a specific signal model
descI'ibed bdow and an integration tin" T, I:>een evaluated for several correlators, The
following corrclation types wcrc succc5Siveiy considered: the continuous analog corrclator,
the sampled analog correlator, the polarity-coincidence eOlTelator (r,c.c.), the cQlT~I,Hor
I)sing ~'!)hift-inVilrlunt ind~pend~nt" auxiliary signals., the relay cQrrelato]", ~nd the corrclator
that uses statistically indepelldcnt auxiliary signal,. In order to make" comparison of the
output SNR's of these correlator" the following signal model is used in the analysis of ea<;h
corrclator: the two inpul signals X(I) and ,V(I) al'e eithcr "ceeiver noise signals fl. (I) and fll(t),
respectively, each havirlft a uniform frequency spectrum in the band ( W, W) Or th~y are
the signals fI, (t) + "~it) and ",(/) -1- set), wh~re S(I) is a weak noise signal which may, for
cxumplc, be emitled by l\ radio SOutce in the sky. It is assumed that the noi,c ,igna], "IV),
",(1) and s(t) al'e I'ealizatiolls oftlll'cc statistically independenl Gau"ian processes from which
it follows that the signals X(I) and y(t) fOr both the "signal-absent" and "signal-present"
c/lses arc reali~ation~ of two jointly Gau",i,m processes X(t) and Y(r). It is shown that the OlltPtlt $NR of the continu<)u~ a~al"g correlator is approximately equal to 2WTC l , where W
is the bandwidth of the input noise signals nl (/), 11,(1) alld S(I), T the integration time and
othe normalized ccrrelaticm COefficient of the SiSllals.~(i) = ", (I) s(I) ,~nd y(t) = n,(I) + ..(/).
Sincc II wa. a""umed that S(I) is weak compared with the Iloise sign~ls II. (I) and 11,(/), f! i~
,mall. Next, it is shown that the output SN R of a correlator which <)perate, on ,ampled
analog signals is apptoximately equal to that of tile continllOUS analog corrdator if the input
sigllals ace sampled with a frequency 2 W.
11\ (>j"der to cvaluate the OutPllt SNR', of correlators utilizing auxiliary functions, it is
ncccs~ary flr,t to determine the expected vailles of the OlltplltS of these con-elatars. Since
iluxilimy fund ions with uniformly spaced levels with the same average duration arc used,
resulting in an eqllal-step quanti7.atiol1 of the analog input ,ignal" an ~xpres<ion fOr the
expected valuc oft.hc Dwdtlct of two jointly Gaussian-quantized variables is derived. In the case
where the normalized correia lion coefficient is small, tl'e highcr powers ill the serks dcvclopment of can be neglected, which yields a simple cxpre,"ion for the cxpected value. A cOrre]ator that is based on the processing of the hard limited input ,ignal" i, genetally called a
"polarity-coincidence corrclator" (p.e.c.) and provides the same advantages fOr" the realiza·
tion of the electronic apparatu. as does the correlator with auxiliary sigJ'als, whi<;h also
proce",~. bivalent signals,
The influence of the sample frequency on the OlltPllt SNR of a p.e.e. is ai;,o examined.
If the performance of a correlator is rated on a 0-1 ,cale, with unity corresponding to the
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~lI1J.lug. (OI't'Cli.ltOJ'. then the p_e_c_ would, fDr a ~i.lmpl(': f"l'cql)cncy 211-1, havc a rating fudur
or 0'4, and this f'~I~tor ~onvcrgcs rapidly towal'ds 0·64 ,IS th~ ~"ll11plc l'rc'llLCl1cy apr>rolL(;he~
innlli(.y (I·ig. I (,). Next Ihe I",s in OLitput SNR of l\" """,Iog corrcial"r with an RC low-pass
Illter inlegrator is cSLim"t~d, POI' an integrlilion lime 1'sLich Lh"l T
4RC, the raling n,etor
or Ihis wrrelalOr i, 0'48, It h "Iso in(hqll.ed why an RC inltgr"tor is not SLlit;;blc f'(lI" long

inlegnLLion lil1'le~ or the order of rninlltC'!)_
The t.:YHluuli()J'L of the vat'ianc~5
tile outputs 01' c.orrelaton; with auxU iary ~ign!..lls pr~s~nh

or

CO'"PLlI"li<)nl\l dirlicultics. However, in ordcr to pl'eSelj( at least ~n e,t.imaW "I' Ihe outpLit
SN R, the ~o"calhl i"dil'Get correlation ,cherne is introduced. Thi, i. a scheme that acCOIT\pli,hc::, the tr(\nSfOl"l11llliol1 01' each armlog inpLit signal into (1 llO,car signal by ,ampling at
(1/2,.1') j 11 tc: I-yal~ ~j 11~1 ·'hvl<.l Lng" b~lwCtn si"lll"lplesAn impression or the p(;rr0nn~\IKC of corr~lator!-; with "\hil't-jl1yal'ial~t itHiCI)cndent." 01"
r"mdom ::'Hlxiliary :,.igmd:-i. ~\Ild 01" the relay corrdutor, \';i.LI~ P-0I'htIP;:'; bC':H bc ol1tnined from

tig. 21 ()f thi, t110~i" II' lig. 21, the output SNR', of tll0 v~ll'ioliS ~orrcl~t()r, arc ,howl! a~
1"c'llclionsofthG r.m.'. vallle" . (LfN , ' (OJI"2." I EIN}(I)J}'ll nmmllJized tothe li"e(\ ampli·
tudc "I' thc auxiliary ,iglllll" III tile Slime manncr as for the r,cc the O<IIPl,t SNR'< arc
ratud VII a Ou I sCi.llc~ on which IInity I.:orn:::spund:,. to the ,\'1~do£ ~0rrclatol" The oUlput SN R l~
.of corrclators with auxiliury :,.jgr'li.lis hav(: been ~vahlated only for ~'lIXi!i~lty sigt){\lS wl11ch
C'onslst of fOllr equally !lpi.tCI,.~d levels with a minimum li.;vd :-.t.:!p'l]'ation of 1-- FOll1" level:; for
IJi.llh auxiliary rLlndi~n yields 1(1 level \,;ombini.tLions, ,llhl $il'j(:~ t.he bo){~ar :;.ignal~ are (3ol1!lLant
b\.;twl,.~el~ tl'i.IJ)sitions (which occur~ at ~ t. V intl2l'vals) a sample frequency of 32 ~I is u$~d, For
~rnall values of ()", i.~. II ,mall input ,ignal COlllpal'~d with Ihe a\lXiliary signcd, it i~ silown tilat
tlK output SN R'~ (,I' the two Co,,'eilltOr's wilieh l11ak~ U'C Ill' auxiliary ~ig[\als ,\!'e small. Th~
OlltrH~t SNR I"(kpidly Increases r()r il~cl'cas.jng values of rr~ and r~Hc:hl.:J~ a maximUll'c fOI- I'I:=::: {,
with 1'1 r\\ting f~lct.or ofO-X4 giY~I~ the cOJ'relato,," in this ~rJ~e, when ':'~shirt-invariant independent;;
functions ~Irc ~I!-;(.!d, and iL rt,,-,ches a maxi 11"1 U111: for Ii ~ I, wilh i.J. rilling factol' 01"0-66 HS50datcd
with \hl; c("relator, if rClIl<iO[)) auxiliary signal> are u,cd. AfLer pa~~ing till'ougil their maxima,
ti,e two olliput SNR CLll"ve~ gr<l(lu,·,lIy decrc"se and fi'lally converge towllrds thG ".ymplo\e
corresponding to " ~o'Telator rming faclor "I' (4/,,2), which coiocid~s with the I>'C.C fOr' a
""l1ple frequency 2 W, For the sake "I' completeness, tile O<l\I)U\ SN R, of" I'.C.C for tl sample
froqLlon(;y n W is "Iso plOUell in fig, 21, ,lI1d this line coinci(li;s with the asymptotic curve for
lar'g¢ sar"r~plc rrcq~Lcl1de!->_ Finally thIJ output SNR of a relay corrd,Ltor tb,lt lIses. st~lUs:tit;:.ally
indepcndenl silmple~ is i.d~o indi~atcd in flg_ 21_
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STELLING EN

Als aan eerl correlator zeer hoge nauwkeurighcids- en stabiliteitseisen gesteld
worden, hetgeen Iloodzakclijk is V(l(lr de ddectie van zwakke sign(licn, en als
o,a, om de"e reden ovcrgl;gaan wordt van analoge naar digitale ~ignaalbewer
kingen, dan i~ dit \\lIecn zinvol als ook met tellers geintegrecrd worJL

u
De verzameling W,i1sh i"undies die gevormd wordt door de RlHkmacher funccn door aile productcn van deze Radem\lcher fundies, is een ver7ameling
waal'in de f\H1cties twet;) :l\ln twee onafhankelijk in de zin van Steinhaus zijn.
DiL hoert nid nood:mkeUjk te zijn voor meer dan [wee runcties.
tie~

In
fn de volgorde van afnemende samenhang kan de l'clatic tussen (wcc
als voigt worden ()nderscheid~n:

~ignalen

idcntiek,
orthogonaal,
kI'uiscorreiatie-functio: v()or aile verschuivingen nul,
vel'schuivi ngs-inv<lriant onafhllnkeljj k.
IV

Indien een signaal f(t) geen periodieke componcnten bevat d,ln kan dit nog
wei het geval zijn voor de hogere machten van f(t); ~n als de hogel'e machten
van f(t) periodi"k (;Olllponenten bevatten dan mod f(t) een periodieke ~truc
tUllr be7.itten.

v
Door de snel to.;cncmcnde mogelijkheden in d~ tc(;hnick, is het 7:invol (lm op
een systematischc wij/.c aandacht te bli.iv~n bt:slcden aan ideeen en systcmen
die voorhecn, md de dcstijds tel' beschikking staande middelen, niet uilvoerbaar
waren.
VI

Terecht mcrkL Mark Kac op: "Unrestraincd abstraction tends aiso lo divert
attention from whole are<\~ or application whose very discovtl'Y depends on
feature, that the abstr,lcl point of view rules out ,.\~ being accidental".
(Ref. 12 van dit proch::hrift, bladz. 24).

vu
Het gebruik van het woord filQ~ofie in uitdrukkingen als: "de filosol1c van dit
e1ektronische systeem ... ", of "de verkoopfHosofie ... ", getuigt of van een
tekort aan gcncgcnheid voor de wOsheid, of v.,n e~1) totale onkunde van haar
betekenis.
VIII
Dc stelling die voorkomt op de laat~tc bladlijde van Teilhard de Chardin's
dagboek: "NoQgenese --co Christogenese", is bcvrcemdend aangezien het begrip links van het gclijktcken het denken centraal stelt, terwijl het begTip Techts
de liefde centraal plantst.
(L'avenir de ['homme, 1959, bladl. 404.405).

IX
De stelling van de loglcus Bertrand Russell: "The whole conception of God is
a conception derived from the ancient Oriental despoti~ms", houdt in dat
Ru%ell vOOJ:'bijgaat £Ian menselijkc samenlevingen en beschavingen die aan dit
tijdpel'k voorafgingcn en die welke zich onafhankclijk daaTvan ontwikkeld
hebben.
(Why I. am not a christian, 1957, bladz. 17).

